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A GENERAL VIEW OF REFLEXIVITY

DON HADWIN

Abstract. Various concepts of reflexivity for an algebra or linear space of

operators have been studied by operator theorists and algebraists. This paper

contains a very general version of reflexivity based on dual pairs of vector spaces

over a HausdorfF field. The special cases include topological, algebraic and

approximate reflexivity. In addition general versions of hyperreflexivity and

direct integrals are introduced. We prove general versions of many known (and

some new) theorems, often with simpler proofs.

0. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to unify some of the recent results on reflexiv-

ity for algebras and linear spaces of operators on Hilbert space as well as the
algebraic and asymptotic analogues of these notions.

We first define a notion of reflexivity that contains the usual topological,

approximate, and algebraic versions of reflexivity as special cases. We also

define a notion of hyperreflexivity and of direct integrals in our general setting.

In this general setting we prove analogues of results of Azoffi Fong and Gil-

feather [AFG], Loginov and Shulman [LS], Larson [LI, L2], Arveson [Ar2],

Kraus and Larson [KL], Olin and thomson [OT], and Hadwin and Nordgren

[HN1, HN2, HN3]. We also prove general results concerning hyperreflexive

graphs and hyperreflexive direct integrals that yield new results even in the

Hilbert space setting. Much of the remainder of the paper is spent interpreting
and applying our results in various special cases to obtain several new results.

An important aspect of this generalized notion of reflexivity is that the proofs
of the aforementioned results are never more difficult, and often easier and more

transparent, in the more general setting.

At the end of the paper we discuss other versions of reflexivity that are not

special cases of our generalized version. We also discuss briefly a generalized
notion of transitivity.

One interesting, but relatively unimportant, aspect of our generalized notion

of reflexivity is that it connects the notion of "reflexive algebra of operators"

with the classical notion of "reflexive Banach space" (see the example below).
It is hoped that his general notion of reflexivity will increase the interplay be-

tween operator theory and general Banach space theory. In addition the general
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setting provides a framework in which conjectures can be tested and counterex-

amples can be constructed.

1. Reflexivity

Suppose that F is a topological field with a Hausdorff topology, e.g., F could

be a subfield of the complex numbers with the usual topology, or F could be

an arbitrary field with the discrete topology.
Next suppose that X is a vector space over F and F is a vector space of

linear maps from X to F that separates the points of X (i.e., p|{ker/: / G

Y} = W) • We call such a pair (X, Y) a dual pair over F. We define the
a(X, Y)-topology on X to be the smallest topology on X that makes all of

the maps in Y continuous on X. Since we can view X as a vector space of

(evaluation) functionals on Y, we can define the a(Y, X)-topology on Y to

be the smallest topology for which the map f1-, f(x) is continuous on Y for

each x in I.
If A C X and B c Y, we define AL = {f e Y: f\A = 0} and B± =

f|{ker(/): f e B} . If D is a subset of either X or Y, then sp(D) denotes
the linear span of D, and sp(D) denotes the closure of sp(D) in either the

a(X, Y) or o(Y, X) topology. The following familiar results from the duality

theory of real or complex topological vector spaces hold in this more general

setting. For completeness we include the simple proof.

Proposition 1.1. (1) A linear map f: X -, F is a(X, Y)-continuous if and only

ifker(f) is a(X, Y)-closed.
(2) A linear map from X to F is a(X, Y)-continuous if and only if it is in

Y.
(3) If M is a linear subspace of X and g: M —> F is linear and a(X, Y)-

continuous, then there is an f in Y such that f\M = g.
(4) If A c X, then sp(yi) = (A^)± .
(5)IfBcY, then sp(fi) = (B±)± .

Proof (1), (2). Suppose /: X -, F is linear. Clearly if / is a(X, Y)-
continuous, then ker(/) is closed. It is also evident that if f e Y, then /
is o(X, T)-continuous. Suppose now that ker(/) is a(X, y)-closed; we will

show that / G Y. Assume that / ^ 0 and suppose f(x) # 0. Then there

is a neighborhood U of 0 in F and functions fx, f2, ... , fn in Y such that

ker(/) n {z G X: f(z) - f(x) G U} = 0 . It follows that if w G fl, ker(^) and
X G F, then Xw - x g ker(/), which implies f(w) = 0. Since f]¡kcr(fi) c
ker(/), we conclude / G sp{/¡, f2,..., /„} C Y.

(3) This follows from (2) and the fact that the relative a(X, T)-topology on

M is the a(M, {f\M: f e y})-topology.
(4) Suppose x G X and x £ sp(A). Let M = sp({x} Usp(A)), and define

a linear map g : M -, F so that g\sp(A) = 0 and g(x) = 1. Since ker(g) =
sp(y4) is a(X, 7)-closed in M, it follows from (3) that there is an / in AL

such that f(x) = 1. This proves (A±)± c sp(^l). The reverse inclusion is

obvious.
(5) This is the same as (4), especially if you are dyslexic.   D

We define (X, Y, E) to be a reflexivity triple over F if (X, Y) is a dual

pair over F and </> ̂ E c Y such that E is closed under multiplication by
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scalars and E± = {0} . If S" is a linear subspace of X, we define Ref^J^) =

(SP^ n ¿)± . We say that SP is E-reflexive if S" = Ref£(^).

Examples. 1. The prime motivating example of a reflexivity triple is the case
in which X is the set of operators on a Hilbert space H, Y is the set of weak-

operator-continuous linear functionals on X, and E is the set of rank-one

tensors, i.e., mappings of the form T t-, (Tf, g), where / and g are fixed

vectors in H. Suppose SP is the unital subalgebra of B(H). Then \jsxSP is

the set of invariant (closed linear) subspaces for SP, and AlgLat^ = {T e
B(H) : Lat^7 c Lat T} . The algebra & is called reflexive if SP = AlgLat^.
In this case, we have AlgLat^ = Refe(Sp). Thus reflexivity and ¿-reflexivity

coincide for unital subalgebras of B(H).

2. Suppose 7 is a Banach space and X is the normal dual Y* of Y. Let

E = y. If SP C X, then Ref£(^) = (SPL)L is the weak*-closed linear span
of SP. It follows that y is a reflexive Banach space (i.e., Y = Y**) if and only

if every norm closed linear subspace of X is ¿'-reflexive. To avoid confusion

of terminology, we shall refer to a Banach space Y for which Y = Y** as

classically reflexive.   D

We say that SP is hereditarily E-reflexive with respect to Y if 5? and each

of its a(X, y)-closed linear subspaces is ¿-reflexive. We say that a linear

functional / in Y is E-elementary on SP if there is an e in E such that

/ - e G SP1-. We say that SP is E-elementary (with respect to Y) if each

/ in y is ¿-elementary on SP, i.e., each continuous linear functional can

be represented on SP as an element of E.  If « is a positive integer, then

En = E+E-\-vE (n summands). The first two parts of the following theorem

are generalizations of results of D. Larson [LI, L2], the third generalizes a result

of A. Loginov and V. Shulman [LS], and the fourth generalizes a result in [RR,

Theorem 7.1].

Theorem 1.2. Suppose (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple over F, and SP is a

a(X, Y)-closed linear subspace of X.

( 1 ) The subspace SP is E-reflexive if and only if SP^ = sp(¿ n SP1-).
(2) If 5? is E-elementary and sp(¿) = Y, then SP is E^-reflexive.

(3) Suppose SP is E-reflexive. Then S" is hereditarily E-reflexive if and

only if SP is E-elementary.
(4) n„>,Ref£„(^) is the a(X, spE)-closure of SP.

Proof. (1) It follows from Proposition 1.1 that SP = (^x)± = (E V\S"L)L if
and only if S"L = sp(¿ nS"L).

(2) Suppose / G SP1-.   Since sp E = Y, there is a smallest nonnegative

integer n such that / can be written as f = g + hx + h2 -\-h h„ , with g in

sp^ny1) and each h¡ in E. Assume via contradiction that «^0. Then

n > 3, because hx + h2 +-h hn = f - g g SP1-. Since SP is ¿-elementary,
there is an h in E such that hx + h2 - h G SPL . Hence e = g + (Ai + h2 - h) G
sp(¿3 n S*1), and f = e + h + hi-\-\- h„ , which violates the minimality of
n. Thus SP is ¿3-reflexive.

(3) Suppose that SP is hereditarily ¿-reflexive and suppose f e Y. Then

S" n ker(/) = ker(f\S") is ¿-reflexive. Suppose f\SP ^ 0 and choose an x
in S* such that f(x) ¿ 0. Since ker( f\S*) is ¿-reflexive, there is an e in

E such that ker(/|^) c ker^l^), and e(x) ¿ 0. Since E is closed under
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scalar multiplication, we can assume e(x) = f(x), from which it follows that

f\S" = e\SP, i.e., f-eeS"1-. Thus SP is ¿-elementary with respect to Y.
Conversely, suppose that SP is ¿-reflexive and ¿-elementary, and let M

be a a(X, y)-closed linear subspace of SP. If / G ML , choose e in E such
that / - e g SP^ = sp(¿ n SPL) c sp(¿ n ML). Since e G ¿ n Afx and
/ = e + (/ - <?), it follows that M1- = sp(¿ nM1). Thus, by (1) above, M is
¿-reflexive, which shows that S" is hereditarily ¿-reflexive.

(4) Let SPX denote the a(X, sp¿)-closure of SP. Clearly, fl„>i Ref£„(^)

contains SPX. Conversely, if x £ SPX, then there is an / g sp E = Un>1 ¿„ such

that /|^ = 0 and f(x) ¿ 0. Hence, for some n , we have x e" Refg, (SP).   D

We next extend a theorem of D. Hadwin and E. Nordgren on reflexive graphs

[HN3]. Suppose (X¡, Y¡, ¿,) are reflexivity triples for i = 1, 2. Then there

is a natural duality between Xx x X2 and Yx x Y2 given by (fx, f2)(xx, X2) =
fi(xx) + fi(x2) • In this way (Xx x X2,YX xY2, Ex x E2) is a reflexivity triple.

Theorem 1.3. Suppose (X¡, Y¡, ¿,) is a reflexivity triple for i = 1, 2. Leí «£" ôe

a hereditarily Ex-reflexive linear subspace of Xx, and suppose that p\SP-*X2
is linear and a(Xx, Yx)-a(X2, Y2) continuous. Then graph(p) is a hereditarily

Ex x E2-reflexive linear subspace of Xxx X2.

Proof. Let E = Ex x E2. Suppose (xx, x2) G Ref£(graph(/>)). Clearly, xi G
Refg, (SP). We can assume that Xi = 0 ; otherwise replace (xi, x2) by (xx, x2)

- (xx, p(xx)). We need to show that x2 = 0. Suppose that e2 G E2. Since

SP is ¿1-elementary (Theorem 1.2(3)), there is an ex in Ex such that
e2o p - ex G SPL . Hence (-ex, e2) G (¿1 x E2) n graph(/o)-L, which implies

that (-ex, e2)(0, x2) = e2(x2) = 0. Since ^2 was arbitrary in ¿2, we conclude

x2 G (¿2)j_ = {0} . This proves that graph(/>) is ¿1 x ¿2-reflexive.

To show that graph(/>) is Ex x ¿2-elementary, suppose (/, g) G Yx x Y2.

Since SP is ¿1-elementary, there is an e in Ex suchthat (f+g°p)-e ÇlSPl .

Hence (/, g) - (e, 0) G graph(/j)x .   D

Remark. The reflexivity of graph(p) in the preceding theorem requires only the

assumption that SP be ¿-reflexive, p be linear, and that {e2 G ¿2 : 3ei g ¿1
with (ex - e2o p)\S* = 0}x = 0 in X2. Note that the reflexivity of graph(/>)
implies that graph(/>) is a(XxxX2, y¡xy2)-closed, which in many cases implies

that p is a(Xx, yi)-<r(.Ï2, ^2) continuous.   □

2. Hyperreflexivity

In this section we assume that the field F is either the real or complex

numbers. We also assume that X and Y are (real or complex) normed spaces,

with y a subspace of the normed dual X' of X. With these assumptions we

call (X, y, ¿) a normed reflexivity triple. Throughout this section let E = {e £

E: \\e\\ = 1} , and for any subset B of Y, let co(5) denote the a(Y, Ar)-closed

convex hull of B in Y.
Suppose SP is a linear subspace of X. Define the seminorm dy( , SP)

on X by dY(x, S") = sup{|/(x)|: / G SP^, ||/|| = 1} . Note that in many
applications dy(x,SP) is the distance from x ta S". We define another

seminorm d£( , SP) on X by

¿£(x,^) = sup{|/(x)|:/G¿n^x}.
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It is clear that dE(x, S") < dy(x, SP) for each vector x in X. Moreover, it

is clear that x g Ref£(^) if and only if dE(x, SP) = 0. We say that S" is
E-hyperreflexive if there is a nonnegative constant K such that dy(x, SP) <

KdE(x, S") for every x in X ; the smallest such K is called the constant of

E-hyperreflexivity of SP and is denoted by KE(S*). Clearly, hyperreflexivity
implies reflexivity.

The following theorem, when compared to Theorem 1.2(1), more clearly

shows the relationship between ¿-reflexivity and ¿-hyperreflexivity. The the-

orem, when stated in terms of the seminorms dy( , SP) and dE( , SP), is true

for general seminorms. The proof is a simple application of the bipolar version
of the Hahn-Banach theorem [RoRo].

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that SP is a a(X, Y)-closed linear subspace of X, and
K is a nonnegative number. The following are equivalent.

(1) SP is E-hyperreflexive with hyperreflexivity constant at most K.

(2) ball(^x) c Kœ(É n^x).

Under the additional assumption that y is a Banach space and X is the

normed dual of Y, we obtain an analogue of the characterization of hyper-

reflexivity due to W. Arveson [Ar2]. Much of the proof is based on Arveson's

ideas; however, Arveson's proof uses Hilbert-space concepts like the spectral
theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that (X, Y, E) is a normed reflexivity triple, Y is a

Banach space, and X is the dual space Y. The following are equivalent.

(1) SP is E-hyperreflexive.
(2) For each f in S*1-  there is a sequence {en}  in E nS*1- such that

££ilM<oo<wirf/=E£i*..-

Proof (1) => (2). Suppose S" is ¿-hyperreflexive. Let 33 = co(¿n^x).

Since X is the dual of Y and 33 is convex, it follows that the a(Y, ^T)-closure

of 38 coincides with the norm closure of 38 . It follows from Theorem 2.1 that

there is a positive number K such that the norm closure of K33 contains the

unit ball of ^x . Suppose that / G SP1-. We can assume that ||/|| = 1. Then
there is an fx in 38 such that ||/ - Kfx\\ < 1/2. Similarly, there is an f2 in

38 such that \\f -Kfx - (1/2)A:/2|| < 1/4. Proceeding inductively, we obtain
a sequence {/„} in 3% such that / = KY^=X fn¡2n~x. Since each /„ is in

33 , there are nonnegative numbers tnX, ... , tnkn and vectors e„x, ... , enkn in

¿ n SP1- such that

Y^ tnj = 1    and   fn = Y2 tnjenj   for n = 1, 2, ... .
j=i j=\

If we let httj = Ktnjenj/2"-x, then £,.„ ||A„,-|| = K < oo , and / = £,,„ hnJ .

(2) => (1). If {e„} is a sequence in E nS*1- such that s - Y,n \\enII < °°>

then i J2n e" is in tne closure 38~ of 33 = co(¿ ílS"1). It follows from (2)

above that SP^ = (J{n33~ : n = 1, 2, ...}. It follows from the Baire category

theorem that there is an yV such that ball(^x) c Nœ(É nS*1-). Hence, by

Theorem 2.1, we see that SP is hyperreflexive.   D

Remark. It is easy to see from the proof of the preceding theorem that if

condition (2) holds and if we define p(f) = infIX,, ||e„||: / = Y^ne»  and
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{£>„} C ¿ n S"1} for each / in ^x, then KE(SP) = sun{p(f): f G S"x,

11/11 = 1}-    □

We say that an ¿-hyperreflexive linear subspace SP of X is hereditarily E-

hyperreflexive with respect to Y if every a(X, y)-closed linear subspace of SP

is hyperreflexive. We say that Y is E-elementary of order r > 1 on SP if, for

each e > 0 and each / in F, there is a g in E such that /- g G SP1- and
such that ||g|| < (r + £)||/|¿^||. The following results generalize those in [KL].

Theorem 2.3. Suppose SP is an E-hyperreflexive subspace of X. Then

(1) if Y is complete, then SP is hereditarily E-hyperreflexive with respect to

Y if and only if Y is E-elementary on SP,
(2) if Y is E-elementary of order r on SP, then, for each a(X, Y)-closed

linear subspace JÏ of SP, we have KE(Jf) < ( 1 + r)( 1 + KE(SP)) - 1.

Proof. (1). If SP is hereditarily ¿-hyperreflexive, then SP is hereditarily ¿-

reflexive, which, by Theorem 1.2(3), implies that SP is ¿-elementary. Con-

versely, suppose that Y is ¿-elementary on y on Jf is a a(X, y)-closed

linear subspace of SP. Suppose that / G ̂ #x . Then there is a gç. E n S"1-

such that f-g zSP1- c ^x . Also, f - g £ \\f - g\\KE(S^)cô(E n ̂ x) c

\\f - g\\KE(Si')cö(E DJ^^). Thus

/ = (/ - g) + g € (||/ - g\\KE(S*) + \\g\\)œ(È n ̂ rx).

It follows that ./#x is the union of Ncô(Ë n.#x), N = 1,2,3.... Hence,

by the Baire category theorem and Theorem 2.1, jf is ¿-hyperreflexive.

(2) If SP is ¿-elementary of order r, ||/|| = 1, and e > 0, then we could

have chosen g in the proof of (1) so that ||g|| < r + e . In this case it would

follow that ||/ - g\\ < 1 + r + e . Thus, since e > 0 was arbitrary, ball^#x c

[(1 + r)KE(S") + r]œ(É n^fx), which implies KE(Jt) < (1 + r)KE(S") + r =

(I + r)(l + KE(S")) - 1 .   a

The following is a generalization of a theorem of R. Olin and J. Thomson

[OT].

Theorem 2.4. Suppose (X, Y, E) is a normed reflexivity triple, and Y is the

norm closure of sp E. Suppose that S* is a a(X, Y)-closed linear subspace of

X and Y is E-elementary of order r on SP. Then SP is a(X, sp E)-closed

and the a(X, Y) and a(X, sp¿) topologies coincide on SP.

Proof. The fact that the a(X, Y) and the a(X, sp¿) topologies agree on SP

follows from Y being ¿-elementary of SP. To show SP is a(X, sp¿)-closed,

assume via contradiction that x £ SP and x is in the a(X, sp¿)-closure of

SP. Then there is an / in S*1- such that f(x) = 1. Since Y is the norm

closure of sp¿, there is a sequence {gn} in sp¿ such that Yln^i 11 S'il I < °°

and / = ¿3^=1 Sn ■ Since Y is ¿-elementary of order r on y, there are

sequences {en} and {h„} in E such that, for each positive integer n, we have

gn-en,hH-Y,j>ngjZ3"- and ||*R|| < (r+ l)\\gn\\, \\hn\\ < (r+l)Zj>n\\gj\\.

Hence ||A„|| —► 0, which implies hn(x) -, 0. Since x is in the a(X, sp¿)-

closure of SP and since gn - en G J?*-1- n sp¿, we have e„(x) = gn(x) for

each n.   Similarly, ex(x) + ■ ■ ■ + e„(x) = -/t„(x) for each n.  The desired
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contradiction is
oo oo

1 = f(x) = ^2g„(x) = ^2e„(x) = -limh„(x) = 0.   a
n=\ n=l

In certain cases we can extend the result on reflexive graphs (Theorem 1.3) to

hyperreflexive graphs. In the Hilbert space case this yields new results, including

the result that if S is the unilateral shift operator and T is a polynomially

bounded operator, then S ® T is hyperreflexive (see Theorems 6.9 and 6.14).

Theorem 2.5. Suppose that (X¡, Y¡, E¡) is a normed reflexivity triple for i =

1,2, SP is an Ex-hyperreflexive linear subspace of Xx, s > 0, r > 0, and
p : SP —► X2 is a linear mapping such that

(1) every functional in Y2 of norm 1 can be written as an absolutely conver-

gent series from E2 whose sum of norms is less than s,

(2) SP is ¿i -elementary of order r.

(3) p is a(Xx, Yx)-a(X2, Y2) continuous.

Then
(4) graph(/?) is an Ex x E2-hyperreflexive linear subspace of Xx x X2, and

(5) Yx x Y2 is ¿i x E2-elementary on graph(/j).

Proof. Without loss of generality, we can give Xx x X2 the norm \\(xx, X2)|| =

max(||xi||, IIX2II). Suppose that e > 0 and <p = (<px, tp2) g Yx x Y2 and <p G

graph(/?)x and \\<p\\ - \\(pi\\ + \\q>2\\ = 1 • By hypothesis, there is a sequence {/„}

in ¿2 suchthat <p2 = ¿„/, and J2n ll/nll - ^II^H ■ Since SP is ¿i-elementary
of order r, there is a sequence {en} in Ex such that, for each n, en\SP - fnop

and ||e,,|| < (r + e)||/»|| ||/n||. Hence, each (-en,f„) is in graph(/>)xn(¿1 x¿2),

and \ZJ(-en, fn)\\ = £„ lk„|| + ||/„|| < [(r + e)\\p\\ + l]s\\<P2ÏÏ ■ Also, tp =
(<Pi + £„ en , 0) + £„(-£„ > fn) ; therefore, e = tpx + £„ en e S"1- and has norm

at most ||ç»i|| + (r + e).s||/>||||¥»2||.

Since SP is ¿1-hyperreflexive,

e G KEi(S")cô(Êx n^x)[||^,|| + (r + e)s\\p\\ \\<p2\\].

Since cü(¿i n^x) x {0} c cô(graph(/?)x n (¿1 x ¿2)), thus q> is in

/ícü(graph(/?)x n (¿1 x ¿2))

where K = [KE](S")[\\tpx \\ + (r + e)s\\p\\ \\q>2\\] + [(r + e)\\p\\ + l]s\\<p2\\]. Hence,
by Theorem 2.1, graph(/?) is Ex x ¿2-hyperreflexive.   D

Remarks. 1. If in the preceding theorem we give Xx x X2 the norm

||(xi,x2)|| =max(||xi||, ||x2||),

then the preceding proof shows that the constant of hyperreflexivity of graph(p)

does not exceed max(A^£| (SP), [KE] (S*)rs\\p\\ + [r\\p\\ + l]s]). Also Yx x Y2 is

¿1 x ¿2-elementary of order /"-max(l, \\p\\) on graph(p).

2. Suppose X2 = Y2 - I2 with the natural duality and suppose E is the

set of all scalar multiples of the vectors e„ = (l,0,...,l/«,0,...) with the

l/n appearing in the nth coordinate. It is clear that cü(¿) has empty interior.

Thus {0} is not an ¿2-hyperreflexive subspace of X2. Suppose (^1, Ti, ¿1)

is a normed reflexivity triple such that SP = {0} is an ¿1-hyperreflexive sub-

space of Xx, and define p: S7 -, X2 by p(0) = 0.  Then gmvh(p) is not
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¿i x ¿2-hyperreflexive. Hence the hypothesis that every element of Y2 is an

absolutely convergent sum of a sequence in ¿2 cannot be removed. It would

be interesting to know if it could be replaced by the condition that {0} is

¿2-hyperreflexive.   D

We next consider the notions of relative reflexivity and hyperreflexivity.

These notions are the key links between our general results and some of their ap-

plications. Suppose that (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple and JÍ is a subspace

of X. A subspace SP of JÍ is E-reflexive relative to JK if Ref£(^) n^# =
SP. Note that (Jt, Y¡JíL, E/Jt1-) is a reflexivity triple, and SP is ¿-
reflexive with respect to JH if and only if SP is ¿/^x-reflexive.

Next suppose that (X, Y, E) is a normed reflexivity triple and J? is a

subspace of X. A subspace SP of J[ is E-hyperreflexive relative to JH if there
is a smallest number K = KE(SP, J?) such that dY(x, SP) < KdE(x, SP) for

every x in Jt.
The key result concerning relative reflexivity and relative hyperreflexivity is

the transitivity of the relations.

Theorem 2.6. (1) If SP is E-reflexive relative to Jf and J[ is E-reflexive

relative to JP, then SP is E-reflexive relative to JV.

(2) If SP is E-hyperreflexive relative to J£ and JÍ is E-hyperreflexive rel-

ative to JP, and if dist(x, JÍ) = dy(x, J?) for every x in JV, then SP is
E-hyperreflexive relative to JV, and

KE(S*,JP) < [1 +KE{S*, J?)][l +KE(J?, JT)\ = 1.

Proof. (1) Since SP = Ref£(^) C\Jf and Jf = Ref£(^) nyT, we have S" c
Ref£(^) \-\JP c Ref£(^) n Ref£(^f ) \\JV = Ref£(<^) n^ = SP.

(2) Suppose e > 0 and x G JV. Since

dist(x, Jf) = dy(x, JP) <KE(JP, Ji)dE(x, JP),

there is a z in jf such that

||x - z|| < KE(JP, Jf)dE(x ,Jt) + e< KE(JP, Jf)dE(x ,S*) + e.

However,

dY(x,SP)<dY(x-z,SP) + dY(z, SP) < \\x - z\\ + KE(SP, JP)dE(z, SP)

< KE(JP, JP)dE(x ,S") + e + KE(SP, JP)\dE(z -x,S*) + dE(x, S")]

< KE(JP, JV)dE(x ,Si') + e + KE(SP, JP)[\\x - z\\ + dE(x, SP)\

< KE(JP, JP)dE(x, S") + e

+ KE(SP, JP)\KE(JP, JT)dE(x ,S>) + e + dE(x, SP)\.

But e > 0 was arbitrary; thus

dY(x,SP) < [[1 + KE(SP, JP)][\ + KE(Jf, ¿K)] - X\dE(x,SP)

for every x in JV.   0

Remark. In part (2) of Theorem 2.6, if the condition dist(x, JP) = dy(x, JP)
is replaced by dist(x, JP) < sdy(x, JP) for some positive number 5, we can

still conclude that SP is ¿-hyperreflexive relative to JP .   G

We conclude this section with two results on the intersection of hyperreflexive

subspaces.   It is clear that a subspace is ¿-reflexive if and only if it is the
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intersection of the kernels of a collection of functions in ¿. It follows that

the intersection of an arbitrary nonempty family of ¿-reflexive subspaces is
¿-reflexive. On the other hand, if e G E and ||e|| = 1, and M — ker(e),

M is ¿-hyperreflexive with KE(M) — 1. Hence every ¿-reflexive subspace

is an intersection of ¿-hyperreflexive reflexive subspaces with hyperreflexivity

constant 1. Since not every ¿-reflexive subspace is ¿-hyperreflexive, it follows

that ¿-hyperreflexivity is not preserved under intersections. However, under

certain circumstances, something useful can be said about intersections and
hyperreflexivity.

The first result concerns intersections of downwardly directed collections,

which, in some cases, reduces the problem of arbitrary intersections to finite
intersections.

Theorem 2.7. Suppose that (X, Y, E) is a normed reflexivity triple and ball(X)

is a(X, Y)-compact. If {S¿ : X e A} isa downwardly directed family of a(X, Y)-
closed linear subspaces of X, and SP = f\{S^ : X G A}, then

(1) dY(x, JP) = dist(x, JP) for every a(X, Y)-closed linear subspace JP
of X and every x in X,

(2) dY(x, SP) = supxdY(x, SP)) for every x in X,

(3) KE(SP)<*v®xKE(SP)).

Proof. (1) This follows from [HN1, Lemma 2.4].
(2) Suppose x G X. It is clear that dy(x, SP) > supA dY(x, S)). For the

other direction suppose e > 0, and let B be the closed ball centered at x

with radius r = e + supxdY(x, SPf). Since B is homeomorphic to ballX,
we know that B is a(X, y)-compact. Thus, by (1), dist(x,¿?¿) < r for

every A in A implies that the set {B n S) : X G A} is a downwardly directed
collection of nonempty a(X, y)-compact sets. Hence Br\SP jt 0. This

implies dY(x, SP) < supA dY(x ,S*x) + e . Since e was arbitrary, it follows that

dY(x,Sp)<supxdY(x,Si).
(3) This follows immediately from (2).   a

Another result on intersections is the following intersection theorem.

Theorem 2.8. Suppose that (X, Y, E) is a normed reflexivity triple, X is a

Banach space, and JP and JP are E-hyperreflexive subspaces of X such that
( 1 ) dY(x, JP) = dist(x, JP) for every x e X, and
(2) JP -vJf is norm closed.

Then JP \~\JP is E-hyperreflexive.

Proof. Let p: JP -► XjJP be the quotient map restricted to J". Since JP -\-Jr

is closed, we have that p(JP) is closed. Since ker(p) = JP Ç\JP, it follows that

JPl(JPp[JP) is isomorphic to p(JP). Hence there is a positive number t\ such
that, for every x in JP, we have

dist(x, JPv\JP) < ¿dist(x, JP) < CKE(JP)dY(x, JP) < ?KE(JP)dY(x, JPrvT).

Hence JP n J^ is relatively ¿-hyperreflexive in JP. It follows from part (2)
of Theorem 2.6 that JP C\JP is ¿-hyperreflexive.   D

3. Direct integrals

In this section we develop analogues in our general setting of direct integrals,
and we prove general versions of reflexivity results concerning direct integrals
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[AFG, HN1, HN2]. We also prove a new result in our general setting that

translates in the Hilbert space case to the theorem that a direct integral of

algebras is hyperreflexive if and only if almost every integrand is hyperreflexive

and the constants of hyperreflexivity are essentially bounded.

We shall need some results concerning measurable cross-sections. Recall that

an analytic space is a metrizable topological space that is a continuous image

of a complete separable metric space. Throughout this section (SI, JP, p) is
a complete c-finite measure space. Suppose A is an analytic space. Give

the product iix^ the product Borel structure, and let nx : SI x A -, SI be

the projection map. If Q c SI x A, œ G SI, let Qw - {a G A : (œ, a) G
Q} . A subset of a topological space is absolutely measurable if it is measurable

with respect to every tr-finite Borel measure. Similarly, a function is absolutely

measurable if it is measurable with respect to every cr-finite Borel measure.

Finally, a cross-section for a function f:A—*B is a function a: f(A) -, A

such that f(a(b)) = b for every b G f(A). We will make use of the following

results, which can be found in [Hi, S-B, Ar3].

Proposition 3.1. Suppose A is an analytic space.

(1) If Q is a measurable subset of fix A, then nx(Q) e JP, and there is a

measurable function from nx(Q) to A whose graph is contained in Q.

(2) If B is a separable metric space, f: A —» B is measurable, then f(A)

is an absolutely measurable subset of B, and f has an absolutely measurable

cross-section.
(3) Suppose Qw is closed for each co in Si. Then Q is measurable if and

only if there is a sequence {q>„} of measurable functions from nx(Q) to A such

that {<pn(co): n > 1} is dense in Qw for every œ in SI.

Throughout this section, we assume that (X, Y, ¿) is a normed reflexivity

triple such that

(Ai) the unit ball of X is o(X, y)-metrizable, separable and analytic,

(Aii) the unit ball of Y is a(Y, X)-metrizable, separable and analytic,

(Aiii)   {e G ¿: IHI < 1} is a(Y, X)-analytic,
(Aiv) the map ( ,):ixv->F defined by (x, f) = f(x) is measurable with

respect to the product Borel structure on X x Y given by the o(X, Y)

and o(Y, X) topologies.

Remarks. 1. It follows from (Ai) above that the map x >-, \\x\\ is absolutely

a(X, y)-measurable on X and it follows from (Aii) that the map y >-, \\y\\ is
absolutely a(Y, X)-measurable on Y. If bahXX) is a Borel set, then the map

x h-> ||a:|| is Borel measurable.
2. If X is norm separable, then the norm Borel subsets of X are absolutely

measurable with respect to the a(X, y)-Borel sets. To see this, first note that

the preceding remark implies that open balls in X are absolutely a(X, Y)-

measurable, and the norm separability of X implies that every norm-open sub-

set of X is a countable union of open balls. Thus every norm open subset of

X is absolutely a(X, y)-measurable. If ball(X) is a a(X, y)-Borel set, then

the norm-Borel sets coincide with the a(X, y)-Borel sets. Clearly, this remark

remains true if X and Y are interchanged.
3. If either X is norm separable or ball(X) is a a(X, y)-Borel set, then

(Aiv) above is implied by (Ai), (Aii), and (Aiii).  To see this, note that it is
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enough to show that ( , ) restricted to ball(X) x ball(y) is measurable. How-

ever, if X is norm separable or ball(X) is a a(X, y)-Borel set, the preced-

ing remark shows that it is enough to show that the restriction of ( , ) to
ball(X) x ball(y) is measurable with respect to the norm topology on ball(X)

and the a(Y, X)-topology on ball(y). However, ( , ) is continuous with re-

spect to these topologies. To see this, note that if {x„} is a sequence in ball(X)

that is norm convergent to x and if {/,} is a sequence in ball(y) that is

a(Y, X)-convergent to /, then we have \(xn,fn) - (x, f)\ < \\xn -x\\ \\f„\\ +

\(x, fn) - (x, f)\ -* 0 as n -> oo . The validity of this remark is also invariant

under the interchange of X and Y.   □

Throughout this section we assume that 1 < p, q < oc and l/p + l/q =

1. We define LpY(p, X) and Lx(p, Y) by LpY(p, X) = {f\f: Si -, X, /
is a(X, y)-measurable, ||/(û;)|| is in Lp(p)}, and, similarly, L9x(p, Y) =

{g\g: Si -, Y, g is a(Y, XJ-measurable, ||g(cw)|| is in Lq(p)}. We also

define Lqx(p, E) = {g G L9x(p, Y): g(co) G E a.e. (p.)} . We define a duality

( , ) between LpY(p,X) and Lx(p, Y) by

{f,g)= i(f(co),g(co))dp(co).
Ja

It follows from (Aiv) above that the integrand is measurable and from Holder's

inequality that it is in Ll (p).

As usual, we identify two functions that agree almost everywhere. It is clear
that the norms

\\f\\P=(Ja\\f(o>Wdp.(a>)

and

\\g\\q=(j \\g{o))\\qdp(<u)

make LpY(p,X) and Lqx(p, Y) normed linear spaces.

Definition. A family {SPm: co G Si} of a(X, y)-closed linear subspaces of X
is attainable if there is a sequence {/„} of measurable functions from Si to X

such that

^w = sp{/i(oj), f2((o), ...} a.e. (p).

The family {S%: œ G Si} is measurable if there is a sequence {hn} of measur-

able functions from Si into ball(X) such that {h„(ca): n > 1} is a(X, Y)-

dense in ball(^„) a.e. (p). Similar definitions are made for families of sub-

spaces of y.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose {S^: co G Si} is an attainable family of o(X, Y)-closed

linear subspaces of X. Then

(1) {SPU: co G Í2} is measurable,
(2) {¿PJ- : co eSi} is measurable, and

(3) there is a sequence {gn} of measurable functions from Si into E such

that {g„(co): n > 1} is a(Y, X)-dense in S'J- n¿ a.e. (p).

Proof. (2) Suppose {fn} is a sequence of measurable functions from Si to X

such that {/„(&>): n > 1}~ = S% a.e. (p). By throwing away a set of measure

zero, we can assume that {fn(co): n > 1}~ = SPW for every co in Si. For each

)

■ /</
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positive integer n, define r„:fix ball(y) -, F by rn(co, g) = (f„(co), g).
Since ( , ) is measurable on X x Y and the map (co, g) i-> (<p„(co), g) is

measurable, it follows that T„ is measurable for n > 1. Therefore, Q —

n„>i T"1^}) is measurable in Q x ball(y). Hence, by Proposition 3.1, there

is a sequence {/?„} of measurable functions from Si into ball(y) suchthat,

for every co in Si, {hn(co)\ n > 1}~ = {g G ball(y): (fk(co), g) = 0 for

k > 1} = bal^S^j-) a.e. (/i). Hence {S'J-: co eSi} is a measurable family.

(1) This follows from (2) by interchanging the roles of S"J- and S*» =

(3) This follows as in the proof of (2) with E replacing ball(y).   □

We now assume that SP is a vector space of (equivalence classes of) mea-

surable functions from Si to X such that

(Bi) If / G SP, #: Si -, X is measurable, \\g(co)\\ < \\f(co)\\ a.e. (/z), then

ge¿?.
(Bii) If M G ̂ f and /¿(Af) > 0, then there is an A c M with p(A) > 0

and an / in SP such that f(co) ^ 0 for all co in A .
Similarly, we assume that y is a vector space of measurable functions from

Si to y so that
(Biii) If / G y, g: Si-, Y measurable, \\g(co)\\ < \\f(co)\\ a.e. (p), then

g^y.
(Biv) If Ai G ̂ # and ^(Af) > 0, then there is an A c M with p(A) > 0

and a g in J^ such that g(co) ^ 0 for all co in A.

We also assume
(Bv) If / G SP and g G ̂ , then the function (/, g) on Si is defined by

(/,S>(eB) = (/(û>),*(a>)> is in Lx(p).

We define r = {g G J<: g(eo) G ¿ a.e. (/*)} .

Examples. 1. Let SP = LpY(p ,X),y = Lx(p, Y), r = !£(/*, ¿).

2. ^ = {/gL^,AT):M{û):/(û>)/0})<oo}, ^ = ¿]^,y), f =

L\(p,E).
3. Suppose ^ : Si —> (0, oo) is a measurable function. Let SP = y/LpY(p, X),

and let y = ±Lx(p,Y).

Lemma 3.3.  (SP, y, %) is a reflexivity triple.

Proof. We need only show that g± = {0}. Suppose / G SP and / / 0.
It follows from (iv) above that there is a set A in JP with p(A) > 0 and

a g in y such that f(co) ¿ 0 and g(co) ^ 0 on A. Consider the set

ß = {(x,e) G ball(X) x ¿: (x, e) > 0} = ¿ n [( , )~x(0, oo)], which is

analytic since it is a Borel subset of an analytic set. Thus nx: Q —► ball(A')

has an absolutely measurable cross-section a. Hence ß = n2 o a: nx(Q) ->

¿ is absolutely measurable. Define h(co) - \\g(co)\\ß(f(co)/\\f(co)\\) for co
in A and h(co) = 0 off A. Since h is measurable and ||A(«)|| < ||g(eu)||

a.e. (p.), it follows that hey. Since h(co) g E a.e. (p.), it follows that
/? G ¿\ Clearly, (f(co), h(co)) > 0 on A, and since p(A) > 0 and (/, h) =
JA(f(co), h(co))dp(co), we conclude that (f, h) > 0.

Hence g± = {0}.   D

If {S% : co G Si} is a family of subsets of X, we define the í//'recí inte-
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gral of the S%'s with respect to SP, denoted ¡^^SPwdp(co), to be the set

of all f in Sf such that f(co) G SPW a.e. (p). For such an / we write

/ = /ft^/M^M. If SP = LpY(p,X), we write $®pSPwdp(co) for

S^r^dp^).

Remark. Using the direct integral notation, we see that SP = ¡^ %,Xdp(co),

and y = ¡ly Ydp(co), and g = ¡®yEdp(co).

Theorem 3.4. Suppose {SPW : co eSi} and {S^ : co eSi} are measurable families

of a(X, Y)-closed linear subspaces of X. Then

1. There is a sequence {/„} in SP such that {f„(co): n > 1}~ = SPm a.e.

(M),
2. ¡n rS%dp(co) = J®^S^dp(co) if and only if S% = S^ a.e. (p),

3. (Jl^S%dp(co))^ = SlrS^-dp(co),
4. (ll^S%dp(co))^ n ir = SS.yl^- n E]dp(co),

5. Refr(/® ^^L dp(co)) = ¡®r Ref£(^) dp(co), and

6. /q g,SPwdp(co) is %-reflexive if and only if SP,» is E-reflexive a. e. (p).

Proof. (1). It follows from (ii) above and the cr-finiteness of p that there is a

disjoint sequence {An} of measurable subsets of finite measure with

Jf2\U,4„J =0,

and a sequence {un} in SP such that u„(co) ̂  0 for co G A„ and n > 1. Since

{Sw: co eSi} is measurable, there is a sequence {vm} of measurable functions

from Q into X such that SPW = {vm(co): m > 1}~ a.e. (p). Clearly, the

sequence {fk} of all functions of the form

a> » rxA„(<o)vm(co)[\\un(cû)\\/(l + \\vm(co)\\)],

with m, n > 1 and r a positive rational number, satisfies the desired condition

in statement (1) above.

(2) It is clear from the definition of direct integrals that if S^ = ¿7¿> a.e.

(p), then j® g?S"wdp(co) = J^ ^S^dp(co). It follows from (1) that we can

choose sequences {un} and {vn} in SP so that SPW = {un(co): n > 1}~ and

S^o - {vn(co): n > 1}~ a.e. (p). If ¡^'^S^dpfa) = $® r 9~w dp(co), then

vn G /^ o^SP^dp^) and un e /^ ^,S^dp(co) for n > 1. It follows that

^ = ^ a.e. (/i).

(3) It is clear that (¡^ ^S^dp^))1- contains ¡^ ^ S^j- dp(co). Suppose

that

ge ([9   SPmdp(co)\   ,
\JQ.,a? /

and, by (1), choose a sequence  {«„}  in  ¡^ TS^wdp(co)  such that SPm =

{un(co): n > 1}~  a.e.  (¿u).   For each measurable subset A of Si and each

positive integer n , we have %Aun G ¡^   SPwdp(co) ; whence,

I (un(co), g(co))dp(co) = 0.
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Thus (u„(co), g(co)) = 0 a.e. (p) for n > 1. Therefore, g G ¡^ ySP¿- dp(co)

(4) This follows from (3).
(5) It follows from (4) that

Refr ( i   S% dp(co)) = ( i  [S*¿- n ¿] dp(
\Ja,ar /      \Jsi,y

It follows as in the proof of (3) that

/     [S"¿nE]dp(co)\   =/     [S^-nE]±dp(co)= Ref£(^)<fy(w)-
Ja.,y J ±    Ja,y Ja,sc

(6) This follows from (1) and (5).   D

The following theorem is a generalization of [HN1, Theorem 3.6].

Theorem 3.5. Suppose {SPW: aefi} is a measurable family of a(X, Y)-closed

linear subspaces of X. If Y is E-elementary of order r on almost every S^,

then y is %-elementary on ¡^ %,SPwdp(co). More precisely, for each gey,

and each strictly positive measurable function y/ on Si, there is an e in %? such
that

(1) g-e e(j® ^S%dp(co))^, and

(2) \\e(co)\\<[r'+W(co)]\\.\\g(co)\\a.e:.(p).

Proof. We can assume that i// < 1 ; otherwise, replace y with min(^, 1). Let

Q ^ {(co, e) e Si x E: g(co) - e e S^j-, \\e\\ < (r + y/(co))\\g(co)\\} . Then Q
is a measurable subset of Si x E and therefore, by Proposition 3.1, nx has an

absolutely measurable cross-section y. Since Y is ¿-elementary of order r

on almost every S^, we know that, by removing a set of measure 0, we can

assume that ^i(ß) = Si. Define a measurable map e: Si —* E by e = n2oy.

Statement (2) is now obvious, and it follows from (2) and the boundedness of
y/ that ee?. Furthermore it is evident from part (3) of Theorem 3.4 that

statement (1) holds.   D

For the remainder of this section we will need norms on SP and on y. We

will assume that

(Bvi) there is a norm || || on SP such that ||w|| < ||i>|| whenever u,v e SP

and ||«(tw)|| < ||u(to)|| a.e. (p),

(Bvii) for each g in y, the map /' >-, (f ', g) is norm continuous on SP.

We give y the norm obtained from the embedding of y into the dual

space of SP. In this case we have

(Bviii) \\g\\ < \\h\\ whenever g, h e y and \\g(co)\\ < \\h(co)\\ a.e. (p), and
(Bix) \(f, g)\ < 11/111|£|| for all / G SP and g G y .
A natural example of such norm arises when SP = LY(p, X) and y =

L\(p, Y). In this case, with the added restriction that p = oo, the following

corollary is a generalization of [HN1, Theorem 3.6].

Corollary 3.6. Suppose {SPW: co G Si} is a measurable family of a(X, Y)-closed

linear subspaces of X. If Y is E-elementary of order r on almost every SPm,

then y is %-elementary of order r on ¡^ ^ SPW dp(co).

The following is a generalization of the main result in [HN2]. The proof is

essentially the same as the one in [HN2] and is omitted.
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Theorem 3.7. Suppose that {SPW: co G Si} is a measurable family of a(X, Y)-

closed linear subspaces of X, and SP = J^ S*w dp(co). Suppose that, for every

sequence {/„} in y such that £„ ||/„|| < oo and the sets Sin = {co: fn(co) ^

0} form a disjoint collection, there is an f in y such that, for each n,

(f - fn)\Sin - 0 a.e. (p). If p is a nonatomic and y is %'-elementary on
SP, then there is an r > 0 such that y is e?-elementary of order r on SP.

The following is the main result on hyperreflexivity and direct integrals.

Theorem 3.8. Suppose {SPW: co eSi} is a measurable family of a(X, Y)-closed

linear subspaces of X, and 5e = /^ %, SPm dp(co). Then

(1) If f eSP, then dY(f(co), S*m) and dE(f(co), SPW) are measurable func-
tions on Si.

(2) If feSP, then

dyW, SP) = sup [J dY(f(a>), ̂)||g(<a)|| dp(co) : g g ball(^)} .

(3) If feSf, then

dg(f, SP) = sup {^dE(f(co), S%)\\g(co)\\dp(co): g g ball(fo} •

(4) The function cot-,KE(Se'(0) is measurable on Si.

(5) kJJ    S%dp(co)\ = ess-sup KE(S*Œ

(6) Ja grSïodpfa) is £?-hyperreflexive if and only if almost every S^ is

E-hyperreflexive and ess-sup KE(SPW) < oo.

Proof. (1) Suppose f e SP. Choose sequences {un} and {v„} of measur-
able functions on Q such that {un(co): n > 1} is dense in bai^S^1-) and

{v„(co)\ n>\} is dense in S*J- n¿ a.e. (p). Then

dY(f(co),S%) = sup\(f(to), un(co))\
n>\

and dE(f(co), SPW) = sup„>j \(f(co), v„(co))\ a.e. (p).
(2) Suppose / G SP. Let ß denote the right-hand side of the equation

in (2) above. If g e ball(^x), then g(co) G SP1- a.e. (p). Thus \(f, g)\ <

¡a\(f(co),g(co))\dp(co) < JadY(f(co),S^)\\g(co)\\dp(co) < ß. Hence
dff(f\SP) < ß. On the other hand, suppose g g ba\\(y) and e > 0.

Choose a strictly positive y/ in Lx(p) so that \\y/\\x — e. Let Q = {(co, h) G
fi x ball(y): h(co) G ball(J^x), [dY(f(co), S%) - y/(co)} < (f(co), h))} . Then
Q is a measurable subset of fix F and, by Proposition 3.1, the coordinate

projection nx on Q has a measurable cross-section a. Note that nx(Q) = Si

a.e. (p). Let h(co) = n2(a(co))\\g(co)\\. Then h G ball(^x) and

\(f,h)\=  f(f(co),h(co))dp(co)> l[dY(f(co),S^(ü)-y/(co)l\\g(co)\\]dp(co)
Ja Ja

=   f dY(f(CO),S%)\\g(co)\\dp(co)-
Ja
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Hence we have

/ dY(f(co), S%)\\g{œ)\\dfi(to) < \(f, h)\ + e< dy(f, SP) + e.
Ja

Since e > 0 was arbitrary, we see that ß <dy(f, SP).

(3) The proof is the same as that of (2) with S*J- n E replacing ball(S^-)
and SP^ n r replacing ball(^x).

(4) We first show that the map 5 : fixball(X) —> [0, oo) defined by s(co, x) =
dY(x, S*w) is measurable. To see this, we choose a sequence {g„} of measur-

able functions on fi so that {gn(co): n > 1} is dense in bai^S^j-) a.e. (p), and

note that s(co, x) - sup„>, \(x, gn(co))\ a.e. (p). A similar argument shows

that the function t: Six ball(X) -, [0, oo) defined by t(co, x) = dE(x, S%)
is measurable. Note that t < s. Suppose r > 0 and define Qr - {(co, x) e
Si x ball(Ar) : s(co, x) > r • t(co, x)} . Then Qr is measurable and nx (Qr) G JP.

However, 7ix(Qr) = {co G fi: 3x G ball(X), dY(x,S%) > rdE(x,S%)} = {co g
fi: KE(S%) > r} a.e. (p). This proves (4).

(5) It follows from (2) and (3) that Kg{S>) < ess-supKE(S%). On the
other hand, suppose r < ess-sup KE(S%). It follows that if Qr is defined

as in the proof of (4), then p(nx(Qr)) > 0. We also know from the defin-

ing assumptions on SP that there is a subset A of nx(Qr) with p(A) > 0

and a function h in SP such that h(co) ^ 0 for every co in A. We know

from Proposition 3.1 that the map nx : Qr —> fi has an absolutely measurable

cross-section a. We define /: fi -> X by f(co) = 0 off A and f(co) =

7i2(a(co))[\\h(co)\\/\\n2(a(co))\\] on ^. Then / G JF, and it follows from (2)
and (3) above that d7(f,S") > rd$(f,S"). Hence, r < K$(SP). Since r
was arbitrary, it follows that ess-supKE(S*W) < Kg-(S*).

(6) This follows from (5).   D

Corollary 3.9. // in the preceding theorem, SP - LpY(p, X) and y = L\(p, Y),
then, for each f in SP, we have

(a) dy(f,S") is the W-norm of dY(f(co),SP0) .
(b) d%(f,SP) is the U-norm of dE(f(co), S%).

4. Direct sums

Unlike the case of direct integrals, with direct sums there is no need for

measurability considerations, so many restrictions can be removed. In this case,

we can assume that p is counting measure on an arbitrary set fi. Let {Xu : co G

fi} be a collection of normed linear spaces. The algebraic direct product fT Xu

of the Xfo's is the set of all functions /: fi -» \JXW such that f(co) G Xw
of every co in fi. If / G fT Xa > then the support of / is the set supp(/) =

{co G fi: f(co) ¿ 0} . The algebraic direct sum Yl X<o of the Xw 's is the set of

all functions in fT Xm with finite support. We say that a vector space SP is a

direct sum of the X^ 's if
(i) E^c/cni,,
(2) if / G SP and g g \[Xw and \\g(co)\\ < \\f(co)\\ for every co in fi, then

geSP.
We say that SP is a normed direct sum if there is a norm || || on SP such

that 11*11 < 11/11 whenever f, g e SP and \\g(co)\\ < \\f(co)\\ for every co in

fi, and such that ||/(w)|| < ||/|| for every / in SP and every co in fi.
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Suppose that Am c Xm for each co in fi. We define the direct sum of

the Aw 's relative to SP, denoted Y% Aw, as the set of all / in SP such that

f(co) G Aw for every co in fi.

Suppose, for each co in fi, that (Xw, Yw, ¿w), is a normed reflexivity triple.

We say that (SP, y, W) is a direct sum of the (Xw, Yw, Eœ) 's if
(3) SP is a direct sum of the Xm 's,
(4) y is a direct sum of the Yw 's,

(5) r = £y£«,and

(6) E K/(w) » Ä(w))l < °° for eveiT / in ^ and every h in y.

By (6), (/, A) = È</(û>), A(w)) defines a duality between ,T and ^ that
makes (SP ,y,%) a reflexivity triple.

We say that (SP ,y,%) is a normed direct sum of the (Xœ, Yw, Ew) 's if,

in addition to (3)-(6), SP is a normed direct sum of the Xw 's, and, with the

duality given by (6), y c SP*. It is clear, with the norm on y induced by

SP*, that y is a normed direct sum of the Y^ 's.

Most of the main results in the preceding section have analogues for direct
sums. The proofs are all straightforward and are omitted.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose (SP, y, f) isa direct sum of a family {(Xw, Ym, Ew) :

co G fi} of reflexivity triple. Suppose, for each co in Si, that SPW is a linear

subspace of Xw, and that SP = YL% ^. Then

(1) Ref«^) = EJrRefera,
(2) SP is %-reflexive if and only if every S^ is Em-reflexive, and

(3) if r > 1 and, for every co in Si, Yw is Ew-elementary of order r on SPW,

then y is % -elementary on SP.

Moreover, if (SP ,y,%) is a normed direct sum of the (Xw, Yw, Em) 's, we
have

(4) if r > 1 and, for every co in Si, Yw is E^-elementary of order r on S%,
then y is £?-elementary of order r on SP,

(5) Kg(SP) = %npwKE(SP(a),
(6) SP is W-hyperreflexive if and only if every SP^ is Ew-hyperreflexive and

&upmKE(Se'(o) < oo.

Combining the results in this section with those in the preceding section, we

can define a more general notion of "direct integral" that is formed by taking

direct sums of direct integrals. This allows us to handle the usual direct integral

theory in Hilbert spaces [Dix].

II. Applications

5. Algebraic reflexivity

In this section we apply the results in § 1 in a purely algebraic setting. Suppose

V and W are vector spaces over a field F with the discrete topology. We let

SP(V, W) denote the set of ¿-linear transformations from V to W, we let

SP(V)=SP(V, V), and we let V denote SP(V, F) (the algebraic dual of V).
If v g V and a G W , we define the rank-one-tensor v ® a in SP(V, W)' by

(v®a)(T) = a(Tv). Throughout this section X = SP(V, W), E = {v®a: v e

V,aeW'} and ¿c Y C L(V, W)'.
If SP is a linear subspace of SP(V, W), we let Ref0(^) = Ref£(<5*), and
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we say that SP is algebraically reflexive if SP is ¿-reflexive. The following

lemma is obvious, but it points out the traditional way of viewing algebraic

reflexivity.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose that SP is a linear subspace of SP(V, W) and T G

Sf(V, W). Then T G Refo(^) if and only if for each v in V, we have
TveSPv.

In the case in which V = W and SP is a unital algebra, algebraic reflexivity

can be defined in terms of invariant linear manifolds. If SP c SP(V), then

Lato(^) is the set of all linear subspaces M of V such that, for every S in SP,
we have S(M) c M. We define AlgLat0(^) to be {T eSP(V): Lat0(^) C
Lat0(¿)}.

Lemma5.2. If SP is a unital subalgebra ofSP(V), then Ref0(^) = AlgLat0(^).

Even in the purely algebraic setting, there is a natural topology on SP(V, W),

namely the strict topology. For each finite subset G of V and each T in

Sf(V, W), we have a basic strict neighborhood U(T,G) of T defined by
U(T,G) = {S eSP(V, W):S\G = T\G} . A net {r„}in SP(V, W) is strictly
convergent to a transformation T if and only if, for each v in V we have

eventually that T„v = Tv . Hence the strict topology may be viewed as the

topology of pointwise convergence with respect to the discrete topology on W.

The smallest possible choice for Y is sp ¿, the set of finite linear combi-

nations of rank-one tensors. These functionals arise naturally in terms of the
strict topology.

Lemma 5.3. Suppose tp is a linear functional in SP(V, W)'. The following are

equivalent.
(1) <p is a finite linear combination of rank-one tensors,

(2) <p is continuous with respect to the strict topology on SP(V, W) and the

discrete topology on F,
(3) ksxcp is strictly closed,

(4) ker tp is strictly open,

(5) there is a finite subset G of V such that {T G SP(V, W): T\G = 0} c
kerT.

Proof. The implications (1) => (2) =>• (3) and (4) &■ (5) are obvious; (5) => (1)

follows as in standard duality theory by factoring cp through a finite direct sum

of copies of W. To prove (3) =>• (5), assume cp ̂  0 and ker tp is strictly

closed. Suppose T £ ker cp . Hence there is a finite subset G of F such that

U(T, G)nker<p = 0 . Hence if S G SP(V, W) and S\G = 0, then, for every
X G F, we have T - XS G U(T, G), which implies that cp(T) ¿ X<p(S). It
follows that S\G = 0 implies tp(S) = 0. Thus (5) is true.   D

Corollary 5.4. If Y = spE, and SP is a linear subspace of SP(V, W), then SP
is a(X, Y)-closed if and only if SP is strictly closed.

Note that in the case in which Y is all of SP(V, W)', we have that every

linear subspace of SP(V, W) is a(X, y)-closed. Hence we have two distinct

versions of the Loginov-Shulman theorem (Theorem 2.1(3)) in the algebraic

setting.
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Theorem 5.5. Suppose SP   is an algebraically reflexive linear subspace of

SP(V, W). Then the following are true.
(1) Every linear subspace of SP is algebraically reflexive if and only if every

linear functional on SP(V, W) can be represented on SP by a rank-one tensor.

(2) Every strictly closed linear subspace of SP is algebraically reflexive if and

only if each finite linear combination of rank-one tensors can be represented on

SP by a single rank-one tensor.

Example. Suppose V = W and B is a linear basis (i.e., Hamel basis) for V.

Let SP be the set of all linear transformations that are diagonal with respect to

B, i.e., those transformations for which each vector in B is an eigenvector. It

is clear that SP is algebraically reflexive. Moreover, if vx, v2, ... , vn G V and

ax, a2, ... , an G V , then, since each vk is a linear combination of finitely

many elements of B, it follows that cp = E*=i vk ® ctk can be re-represented

so that vx,v2, ... ,vn are n distinct elements in B. It is clear that if <p is so

represented, then tp can be represented on SP as (E¡t=i ak(vk)vk) ® a, where

a is any functional that takes the value 1 at each vk . Hence, by the preceding

theorem, every strictly closed linear subspace of SP is algebraically reflexive.

On the other hand, if B is infinite, then the subspace PF of finite-rank linear

transformations in SP is not algebraically reflexive; in fact, Refo(^) = SP.   D

Remark. It may seem unlikely that a linear subspace SP of SP(V, W) has the
property that every functional in SP(V, W)' can be represented on SP as a

rank-one tensor. However, this is the case when SP has a separating vector e,

that is, the map r(S) = Se is 1-1 on SP. In this case, given a cp in Sf(V, W)',

choose a e W so that a\SPe = cp o t-1 ; clearly, tp agrees with e ® a on SP.

The importance of separating vectors in algebraic reflexivity is demonstrated in

[L3 and H2].
To see how to apply part (2) of Theorem 1.2 we must use the notion of relative

reflexivity. Suppose n is a positive integer and T G SP(V, W). We let K(")

denote a direct sum of n copies of V, and we define ¿(n) in SP(V^ , W^)

by rc>(t>,, v2,..., vn) = (TVl, TV1,..., TVn). If SP c SP(V, W), we define
¿e(n) = ry(«) : t e S*} . More generally, if Tx, T2, ... , Tn e SP(V, W), we

define (TX®T2®-■-®Tn) in SP(V^, W^) by (7',e72e-"erl,)(t;1, v2,..., v„)

= (Txvx, ... , T„vn), and if SPX,SP2, ... ,S"n c SP(V, W), we define S"x e
SP2®- ■■&&„ = {TX(BT2G>- ■ •®T„: 7* G^}. It is easily shown that SP(V, W)W

is always algebraically reflexive. Hence, to show that SP^ is algebraically re-
flexive, it is necessary and sufficient to show that SP^ is relatively algebraically

reflexive with respect to SP(V, W)^ (Theorem 2.6(1)).

Lemma 5.6. If SP is alinear subspace of SP(V, W) and n is a positive integer,

then Ref0(^,(")) = [Ref£„(^)]("». In particular, SP^ is algebraically reflexive

if and only if SP is E„-reflexive.

The following corollary is an interpretation of Theorem 1.2(4).

Corollary 5.7. // SP is a linear subspace of SP(V, W) and T eSP(V,W),
then T is in the strict closure of SP if and only if, for each positive integer n,

JW G RefbO^W).

The algebraic interpretation of part (2) of Theorem 1.2 is the following result.
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Proposition 5.8. Suppose SP is a strictly closed linear subspace of SP(V, W)

and every finite linear combination of rank-one tensors can be represented on SP

as a single rank-one tensor. Then SP^> is algebraically reflexive.

Remark. If we combine the preceding proposition with the remark following

Theorem 5.5, we conclude that if SP is a strictly closed linear subspace of

SP(V, W) and S" has a separating vector, then Sp^ is algebraically reflexive.

However, it was shown by P. Fillmore [Fi] that SP^ is algebraically reflexive
whenever SP has a separating vector.

The notion of relative reflexivity is also needed to interpret Theorem 1.3 con-

cerning reflexive graphs. Suppose that VX,V2,WX, and W2 are vector spaces

over F and V = Vx © V2 and W = Wx © W2 . It is easily seen that SP(VX, Wx)®
SP(V2, W2) is an algebraically reflexive subalgebra of SP(V, W). Moreover, a

rank-one tensor cp = (vx, v2) <g> (qj , a2) acts on SP(VX, Wx) © SP(V2, W2) by

tp(Tx © T2) = (vx ® ax)(Tx) + (v2 <g> a2)(T2). From the preceding facts, it is now
clear how Theorem 1.3 implies the following proposition.

Proposition 4.9. Suppose that SP   is an algebraically reflexive subspace of
SP(VX,WX) and p:S" -, SP(V2, W2) is a linear map. Then

( 1 ) if every strictly closed linear subspace of SP is algebraically reflexive and if

p is continuous with respect to the strict topologies on SP and SP(V2, W2), then

graph(/j) is an algebraically reflexive linear subspace of SP(VX © V2, Wx © W2),
and

(2) if every linear subspace of SP is algebraically reflexive, then graph(/>) is
algebraically reflexive.

6. Topological reflexivity

In this section we assume that V and W are locally convex topological vector

spaces and that F is either the real or complex field. We will let X — B(V, W),
the set of continuous linear transformations from V to W, and we let E be

the set of rank-one tensors v ® a with v G V and a G W* (the continuous
linear functionals on W).

If SP is a linear subspace of B(V, W), we let Ref(^) = Ref£(^), and
we say that SP is (topologically) reflexive if SP is ¿-reflexive. If V = W

and SP c B(V), we define LatSP to be the set of all closed linear subspaces
in Lato^, and we define AlgLat^ = {T g B(V): LatS" c Lat(T)}. The
following lemma is easily proved and points out the traditional way of viewing

reflexivity.

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that SP is a linear subspace of B(V, W) and T G B(V,W).
The following are equivalent:

(1) ¿GRef(^),

(2) for each v in V, we have Tv e (SPv)~ ,

(3) ATB = 0 for each A g B(W) and B e B(V) such that ASPB = {0},
(4) PTQ = 0 for each P g B(W) and Q G B(V) such that P = P2,

Q = Q2,and PS"Q = {0}.
Moreover, if V =W and SP is a unital subalgebra of B(V), then RefJ?" =

AlgLat^.

Remarks. \. If V and W are normed spaces and e > 0, then Lemma 6.1

remains true when the conditions  ||¿|| < 1+e,  ||ß|| = 1, and rank P =
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rank Q = 1 are added to part (4). If V and W are classically reflexive Banach

spaces (i.e., canonically equal to their second duals), then Lemma 6.1 remains

true when the conditions ||P|| = ||Q|| = 1= rank P = rank Q are added to part

(4).
2. It follows from part (3) of the preceding lemma that Ref(^) is an algebra

(resp. ring) whenever SP is. In fact, more can be said. Suppose 3Î is a

semigroup and SP is a subsemigroup of 3i. Suppose z G 3Î. Then 5^ =

{x G 3%: axb = z whenever aSPb = {z}} is a subsemigroup of 3$ .

Proof. Suppose x, y e S^, a, b e 3ê , and aS^b — {z} . Since SP is a sub-

semigroup, asSPb = {z} for every j in y. Since y e S*~, we conclude

(as)yb = z for every j in y; whence, aSP(yb) = {z}. But x G HT ; thus

ax(yb) — a(xy)b = z. Hence xy e S^, which shows that J~ is a semi-

group.   D

As in the algebraic case, the smallest possible choice for Y is sp ¿, the set

of finite linear combinations of rank-one tensors. The a(X, sp¿)-topology is
called the weak operator topology. There are many other possible topologies on

B(V, W). For example, if V and W are normed spaces, there is the norm

topology, and we might choose Y to be B(V, W)* .

If V and W are Banach spaces and W is the normed dual U* of a Banach

space U, then B(V, W) is the normed dual of the projective tensor product

V ® U (e.g., see [P]); in this case B(V, W) has a weak*-topology, and we

might choose Y — V ® U. In order to ensure that E c Y, we must give W

the weak *-topology inherited from U. If W is a classically reflexive Banach

space, then W* = U when W is given the norm topology.

In the topological setting there are various possible versions of the Loginov-

Shulman theorem (Theorem 1.2(4)).

Theorem 6.2. Suppose SP is a reflexive linear subspace of B(V, W). Then

(1) every weak-operator closed linear subspace of SP is reflexive if and only

if every weak-operator continuous linear functional on B(V, W) can be repre-

sented on SP by a rank-one tensor,
(2) when V and W are normed spaces, every norm close linear subspace of

SP is reflexive if and only if each norm continuous linear functional on B(V, W)

can be represented on SP by a single rank-one tensor,

(3) when U, V, and W are Banach spaces with W = U*, every weak*-

closed linear subspace of SP is reflexive if and only if every functional in V ®U
can be represented on SP as a rank-one tensor.

Remark. As in the algebraic case, it may seem unlikely that a linear subspace

SP of B(V, W) has the property that every functional in B(V, W)* can be

represented on SP as a rank-one tensor. However, if V and W are Banach

spaces, then this is the case when SP has a separating vector e for which SPe

is norm closed in W. If t: SP -, SPe is defined by x(S) = Se, then t is
continuous, 1-1 and onto, and it follows from the closed graph theorem that

t-1 is continuous. Hence, given a <p in B(V, W)*, choose a G W* so that

a\SPe = tp o t-1 ; clearly, tp agrees with e ® a on SP. These ideas appear in

[HN1].    D

The results in the preceding section have natural analogues in the topological
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setting. If Vx and V2 are topological vector spaces, we always give Vx © V2 the

product topology.

Proposition 6.3. Suppose SP is a linear subspace of B(V, W). Then

(1) if n is a positive integer, then Ref^W) = \KefEn(SP)]^ . In particular,

SP^ is reflexive if and only if SP is E„-reflexive.
(2) A transformation T in B(V ,W) is in the weak-operator closure of SP

if and only if for each positive integer n, T(n"> g RefJ?7'").

(3) If SP is weak-operator closed and every weak-operator continuous linear

functional can be represented on SP as a single rank-one tensor, then S"^ is

reflexive.

The result of P. Fillmore [Fi] mentioned in the preceding section has an

analogue in the topological case.

Lemma 6.4. Suppose V and W are Banach spaces, SP is a norm closed linear

subspace of B(V, W) and SP has a separating vector e such that SPe is norm

closed in W. Then SP^ is reflexive.

The techniques used in the preceding section on algebraically reflexive graphs

carry over with few changes in the topological setting. Suppose that VX,V2,WX,

and W2 are locally convex vector spaces over F and V = Vx © V2 and W —

W\ © W2 . It is easily seen that B(VX, Wx) © B(V2, W2) is a reflexive subspace
of B(V, W). Hence we need only prove that graph(p) is relatively reflexive in

B(VX, Wx)® B(V2, W2) to prove the following proposition (see Theorem 2.6).

However, the proposition now becomes an interpretation of Theorem 1.3.

Proposition 6.5. Suppose that SP is a reflexive subspace of B(VX, Wx) and

p: SP -, B(V2,W2) is a linear map. The following are true.

( 1 ) If every weak-operator closed linear subspace of SP is reflexive and if p is
continuous with respect to the weak operator topologies on SP and B(V2, W2),

then graph(/>) is a reflexive linear subspace of B(VX®V2, Wx@ W2).
(2) If every norm closed linear subspace of SP is reflexive, then graph(^) is

reflexive.
(3) If VX,V2 are Banach spaces and Wx, W2 are dual Banach spaces and p

is continuous with respect to the weak*-topologies on SP and B(V2, W2), then

%rapb(p) is reflexive.

For the remainder of this section, we assume that V and W are normed

linear spaces. To interpret the notion of hyperreflexivity in our setting, we

first examine the function dE. If M is a closed linear subspace of V, let

km '• V —* V/M denote the canonical quotient map.

Lemma 6.6. Suppose V and W are normed spaces, SP is a reflexive linear

subspace of B(V, W), and T g B(V, W). Then dE(T, SP) equals each of the
following:

(1) s\xp{dist(Tv, S*v):ve V, \\v\\ = 1},

(2) sup{P¿5||: A G B(W), BeB(V),  \\A\\ = \\B\\ = 1, AS"B = {0}},
(3) linw,+ sup{||¿r<2||: P2 = P G B(W), Q2 = Q e B(V), \\A\\,\\B\\ <

l+e, AS*B = {0}}.
Moreover, if V =W and SP is a unital algebra, then

dE(T, SP) = snp{\\nMT\M\\: M G Lat^}.
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Remark. In the case in which V = W and F is a Hilbert space, the closed
linear subspaces of V can be identified with the selfadjoint projections in B(V)

so that LatS7 is the set of projections P such that (1 - P)SPP = {0}. If
rank P = M, then ||(1-.P)7T|| = ||7rjiiT|j|/||. Thus if SP is a unital subalgebra
of B(V), the preceding proposition asserts that

dE(T,SP) = sup{||(l - P)TP\\:P e LatS"}.   D

In certain cases, in particular when W is a dual Banach space, we have that

dY(T, SP) is always dist(7\ SP). More generally, if the unit ball of B(V, W)
is compact in the weak operator topology, then it follows from Theorem 2.7(1)

that dY(T ,SP) is always dist(T, S"). If Y is the set of weak-operator contin-

uous linear functionals, then dY(T, SP) is always the norm distance from T*

to the closure of {S*: S G SP} in the topology of pointwise weak *-convergence

(the weak*-operator topology); this follows from the fact that the unit ball of

B(W*, V*) is always compact in the weak *-operator topology. Regardless of

V and W, if Y = B(V, W)*, then dY(T, SP) is always dist(7\ SP).
We will restrict ourselves to the situation in which V and W are normed

spaces, E is the set of continuous rank-one tensors on B(V, W), and y is a

linear subspace of B(V, W) containing E such that dY(T, SP) = dist(7\ SP)
for every T in B(V, W) and every a(X, y)-closed linear subspace SP of

B(V, W). We say that a linear subspace SP of B(V, W) is hyperreflexive if
and only if SP is ¿-hyperreflexive, and we call K(SP) = KE(SP) the constant

of hyperreflexivity of SP. In this case we have a distance formula for every T
in B(V, W):

dist(7\ SP) < K(SP)dE(T,SP).

The preceding lemma shows that this coincides with the notion of hyperreflex-
ivity introduced by W. Arveson in [Ar2].

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 we have that a norm closed

linear subspace SP of B(V, W) is hyperreflexive with hyperreflexivity con-

stant K if and only if the set of norm continuous linear functionals with norm
1 /K is contained in the weak *-closed convex hull of the set of rank-one tensors
of norm 1 that annihilate S". In the case in which W is the dual of a Ba-

nach space and B(V, W) has a weak *-topology, Theorem 2.2 translates into

the following operator-theoretic generalization of Arveson's characterization of
hyperreflexivity [Ar2].

Theorem 6.7. Suppose V is a Banach space and W is the dual of a Banach

space. A weak*-closed linear subspace of B(V, W) is hyperreflexive if and only

if every weak*-continuous linear functional that annihilates SP is an lx-sum of

rank-one tensors that annihilate SP.

We also obtain similar generalizations of results in [L2, KL] as an immediate

interpretation of Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 6.8. Suppose V is a Banach space and W is the dual of a Banach

space, and S" is a hyperreflexive linear subspace of B(V, W).

(1) Every weak*-closed linear subspace of SP is hyperreflexive if and only if
every weak*-continuous linear functional on B(V, W) can be represented on

SP as a single rank-one tensor.
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(2) If r > 1, and every weak *-continuous linear functional tp can be rep-

resented on SP as a rank-one tensor with norm at most r\\cp\\, then the hy-

perreflexivity constant for every weak*-closed linear subspace of SP is at most
(r+l)(K(S) + l)-l.

(3) Suppose SP satisfies the hypothesis of (2) and Vx, Wx are Banach spaces

with Wx the dual of a Banach space. Ifn: SP—> B(VX,WX) is linear and con-

tinuous with respect to the weak*-topologies, then Graph(^) is a hyperreflexive

subspace of B(V ®VX, W © Wx).

Remark. The preceding theorem remains true if all references to the weak*-

topology are replaced by the weak operator topology.

One interesting application of the preceding result on reflexive graphs con-

cerns polynomially bounded operators. An element b in a Banach algebra is

polynomially bounded [H] if there is a positive constant M such that, for every

polynomial p(z), we have

||p(A)||<Msup{|p(z)|:|z|<l}.

Equivalently, if D is the closed unit disk in the plane and s/ is the set of

continuous complex functions on D that are analytic on the open disk, b is
polynomially bounded if there is a bounded unital homomorphism from s/

into the Banach algebra that sends the function f(z) = z to b .

Let H°° denote the Banach space of bounded analytic functions on the unit

disk. If T is a polynomially bounded operator on a Hilbert space H, it was
shown by Mlak [M] that T is similar to a direct sum A © U such that U
is a unitary operator whose spectral measure is singular with respect to linear

Lebesgue measure on the unit circle and for which there is a bounded unital

homomorphism p: H°° -> B(H) that sends f(z) — z \o A and is continuous

with respect to the weak* topologies on H°° and B(H). Let S denote the

unilateral shift operator on I2 . It was shown by K. Davidson [D2] that the unital

weakly closed algebra s/w (S) generated by S is hyperreflexive. It follows that

s/w (S © A © U) = s/w (S © A) © s/w ( U). Moreover, it follows that s/w (S © A) =

{<p(S) © p(q>): (p G H°°}, which is clearly a graph whose domain is s/w(S).

These ideas lead us to the following consequence of Theorem 2.5.

Theorem 6.9. If T is a polynomially bounded operator on a Hilbert space and

S is the unilateral shift operator, then every weak*-closed linear subspace of

s/w(S © T) is hyperreflexive.

We now consider direct sums as defined in §4. It follows from the definition

that if a normed space F is a normed direct sum of a collection { Vw : co G fi}

of subspaces, and if {Tw: co e Si} is a family of operators with Tw e B(Va)

for each co in fi, and if supw || Tw\\ < oo, then T\ Vw - Tw defines an operator

T on V with norm sup^ || Tw\\ ; T is called the direct sum of the Tw 's, and

we write T = Ee Tw . If S% is a linear subspace of B(VW) for each co in Si,

we define Y,eS"a = {Z9 Ta: Tw e S^ for every co in fi} .

Theorem 6.10. Suppose the Banach space V is a normed direct sum of the col-

lection {Vw: co G fi} of Banach spaces such that E vv¡ is dense in V. Assume

that {SPW: co G fi} is a collection of linear spaces, SPW c B(VW) for each co in

fi. Then
(1) E6'B(K) is hyperreflexive in B(V) with K(Yf B(VW)) < 4,
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(2) Ee^ is a reflexive subspace of B(V) if and only if each SPW is a

reflexive subspace of B{Vm), and

(3) Ylf SP(u is a hyperreflexive subspace of B(V) if and only if each S% is a

hyperreflexive subspace of B(Vm), and supw K(S%) < oo.

Proof. (1) For each subset / of fi, let P¡ denote the direct sum Ee//(w)

and let U¡ = 1 - 2P¡ ; if / = {co} we use the notation Pw and Uw .

Suppose T g B(V), let E denote the continuous rank-one tensors in B(V)*,

let d = dE(T, E®5^)), and let ball(7\ 4d) denote the ball centered at T

with radius 4d. Note that each P¡ and 1 - P¡ are in Lat(Ee#(Ko)) and,

for every co in fi, that Lemma 6.6 implies \\T - U[TU¡\\ = \\TU¡ - U[T\\ =

2\\TPt-P,T\\ < 2[\\(l-P,)TVW + llñm-P¡)\\]<4d. Let n(T) = ZeP(0T\Vm
and let 7} = ^(^^ + (1- P¡)T(l- P¡) for each finite subset / of fi. Also if
/ has n elements, let S?¡ denote the commutative group of order 2" generated

by { Uqj : co g /} . A standard computation shows that

But ball(7\ 4d) is convex; thus 7} G ball(7\ 4d). Since E vw is dense in V,
it follows that {T¡: I eSi, I finite} is a net in ball(T, 4d) that converges in the
strong operator topology to n(T). Hence n(T) G ball(¿, 4d), which implies

that dist(r,E®5(^)) < 4dE(T,YfB(Vw)). Therefore, K(B(VU)) < 4.
This proves (1). Statements (2) and (3) are consequences of Theorems 4.1 and

2.6.   D

Theorem 6.11. Suppose the Banach space V is a normed direct sum of the col-

lection {Vw: co G fi} with Vw = U for each co in Si such that E Ku is dense

in V. Suppose also that SP is a linear subspace of B(U) and Sh is the set of

all constant elements in Eeß(*w) with coordinates in SP. Then

(1) B(U)q is hyperreflexive and K(B(U)q)< 24.
(2) Sq is reflexive if SP is reflexive, and

(3) Sq is hyperreflexive if SP is hyperreflexive, in fact K(Sa) < 25K(SP) +
24.

Proof. ( 1 ) In view of part ( 1 ) of the preceding theorem, it suffices to show that

B(U)a is relatively hyperreflexive with respect to E*^^)- Suppose T =

E® Ta G E® B(VW). It is clear that dist(7\ B(U)a) < suPûJ)û,,6n \\Ta - T^W.

Suppose x G ball U and a G ball U* . Define x G V by x(co) - x/2 — -x(co')
and x is 0 be 0 in all other coordinates. Similarly, let a(co) = a(co') =

a/2 and let S in all other coordinates. Then x G V and a. G V*, and the

rank-one tensor x ® a. is in B(U)q. On the other hand, (x ® ä)(T) =

\ol((Tw - Tai)x). Taking the supremum over all x's and a's we obtain

ll^o» - T'cb'II < *dE(T, B(U)a). It follows that

dist(T,B(U)a)<4dE(T,B(U)a).

Therefore KE(B(U)a), E® B(K)) < 4. It follows from Theorem 2.6 and part
(1) of the preceding theorem that KE(B(U)a) < 24.

(2) This follows from (1) and Theorem 2.6.
(3) It is easily seen that K(S^, B(U)a) < K(SP), and it follows from The-

orem 2.6 that K(SPa) < 25[K(S") + 1] - 1 = 25#(^) + 24.
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Remark. Part (3) of the preceding theorem provides an affirmative answer to

Question 3.15 in [KL] in the case in which U is a Hilbert space and V is the

Hilbert space direct sum of copies of U.   D

If a Banach space V has a sufficiently nice basis, then V can be viewed as a

normed direct sum of copies of the field F . In this case ¿q is simply the scalar

multiples of the identity operator, and the preceding theorem would imply that

¿e. is hyperreflexive. However, the results on hyperreflexive graphs allows us to

prove the result for an arbitrary normed linear space.

Proposition 6.12. Suppose V is a normed space. Then the set A of scalar

multiples of the identity operator is a hyperreflexive subspace of B(V).

Proof. The result is obvious if dim V = 1. If dim V > 1, we can write V

as a direct sum V = Vx © V2 where dim(F)) = 1. Let Xx = B(VX) - F and
Yx = B(VX)* = F . Let X2 = B(V2), and let Y2 be the set of all functionals in

B(V2)* that can be written as absolutely convergent sums of rank-one tensors.

Let ¿, denote the set of rank-one tensors on B(VX). Let SP = F c Xx.
Then S" is hyperreflexive and Yx is ¿[-elementary of order 1 on SP. Define

p: SP -, X2 by p(X) — X • 1. It follows from Theorem 2.5 that A = graph(/?)
is ¿i x ¿2-hyperreflexive with respect to B(VX)®B(V2). On the other hand, if

Pi is the projection of V onto Vi for i - \ ,2, then, for every T in B(V),

dist(7\ B(VX)®B(V2)) < \\PXTP2\\ + \\P2TPX\\ < 2dE(T, B(VX)@B(V2)). Hence
B(VX) @ B(V2) is relatively hyperreflexive with respect to B(V). Hence, by

Theorem 2.6, A is hyperreflexive in B(V).   D

The proof of K. Davidson [D2] that s/w(S) is hyperreflexive can be modified

to prove the same result for the unilateral shift operator on /'. Suppose that

A is the unilateral shift operator on Z1 and {en: n > 0} is the usual basis for

Z1. Suppose that T g B(lx) and AT = TA. If Ae0 = YlT=oanen with {a„} in
lx, then it follows that E^lo"2«^" is absolutely convergent and agrees with T

on each basis vector, i.e.,

Tem = TAme0 = AmTe0 = ¿ a„An+me0

«=o

Y.anAn
n=0

Hence s/w(A) = {¿Z7=oanA": ian} e /'}. Since s/w(A)e0 = lx, it follows that

s/w(A) is strictly cyclic. Moreover, the map T >-, 7>o is an isometry, so it

follows from [La] that every norm continuous linear functional tp on séw(A)

can be represented by a single rank-one tensor eo ® a with ||a|| = ||ç>||. It

follows that if E is the set of rank-one tensors on B(lx), then 5(/1)# is E-

elementary on s/w(A). Since the algebra séw(A) is isomorphic to the Banach

algebra lx under involution, it follows that s/w(A) is semisimple. It follows

from [La, Theorem 5.2] (see also [H2, Theorem 8]) that s/w(A) is reflexive.

The proof of hyperreflexivity using Davidson's techniques [D2], requires the

following lemma. Let SP denote the set of all operators on Z1 having a lower

triangular matrix and let PT denote the set of all operators on /' whose matrices

are Toeplitz matrices (i.e., constant on diagonals parallel to the main diagonal).

Let R denote the backwards unilateral shift on lx. A simple computation

shows that Te ST if and only if RTA = T.

Lemma 6.13. (1) SP is hyperreflexive in B(lx) with K(SP) = 1.
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(2) There is a unital surjective contractive idempotent linear map n: B(lx) -,

5^ such that
(a) n(SP) csfw(A), and
(b) n(T) is in the weak*-closed convex hull of {RnTAn: n > N} for

every T in B(lx) and every positive integer N.

Note that part (2) below applies to power bounded operators on arbitrary

spaces rather than just polynomially bounded operators as in Theorem 6.9.

Theorem 6.14. Suppose V is a normed linear space, T e B(V) and sup n>0\\Tn\\

< oo. Then
(1) s/w(A) is hyperreflexive in B(lx), and

(2) s/w(A © T) is hyperreflexive in B(lx © V).

Proof. ( 1 ) This is obtained from the preceding lemma by imitating the proof

of [D2, Lemma 8].
(2) Let Xx = B(lx), Yx = B(V)*, X2 = B(V), and let Y2 be the set of

all functionals in B(V)# that can be written as an absolutely convergent sum

of rank-one tensors. Let Ex and ¿2 denote the rank-one tensors on B(ll)

and B(V), respectively. If we define p: sfw(A) -, B(V) by p(E7=oan¿ ) =
E^Loa"^" ' then, by Theorem 2.5, graph(/?) is hyperreflexive with respect to

B(lx) ®B(V), which implies that graphe) is weakly closed. Hence graph(p) =
s/w(AeT). As in the proof of Proposition 6.12, it follows that B(lx) © B(V)
is hyperreflexive in B(lx © V), and, by Theorem 2.6, sfw(A © T) is hyperreflex-

ive.   D

We turn now to direct integrals. Suppose that F is a separable, classically

reflexive (i.e., V = V**) Banach space. Let X = B(V), let E be the set of rank-

one tensors on B(V), and let Y denote the set of weak-operator continuous

linear functionals on B(V). Since V and V* are both separable, ball(A") is

a complete separable metric space in the a(X, Y) (weak operator) topology.
Suppose that (fi, p) is a probability measure space, 1 < p < 00, and 1 ¡p +

l/q = 1. We write V = L»(p, V) = J® p Vdp(co) with the p-norm. It is

known that the dual of "V is "V* = Lq(p, V*) since the reflexive Banach

space V has the Radon-Nikodym property [DU]. It follows that "V is also a

reflexive Banach space. In the standard theory of direct integrals [Di], F is a
separable Hilbert space and p = 2.

Let SP = Lf (p, X) with the essential-supremum norm and let y —

Lx(p, Y). there is a natural identification of SP as a subalgebra of 5(2^)

defined, for tp eSP and / G 'V, by (tpf)(co) = tp(co)f(co). It is clear that the
operator norm of cp and the essential supremum norm coincide. In the standard

theory of direct integrals [Di] the operators in SP are called decomposable, and

the common notation for the operator associated with q> is J^ tp(co)dp(co).

The a(SP, JO-topology on SP contains the weak operator topology on SP.

To see this, note that if / G Lpyt(p, V) and g e L9v(p, V*), then a(co) =

f(co) ® g(co) defines an element of y and

(tp,a) = (<p,f®g)= j (tp(co)f(co), g(co))dp(co)
Ja

for every tp in SP. Thus the set % of rank-one tensors coincides with Lxx(p, E).
Thus reflexivity and hyperreflexivity in B(^P) are ^-reflexivity and ¿'-hyper-

reflexivity, respectively.
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In addition, it is possible to identify L°°(p) with the linear subspace 2

of SP consisting of the functions tp suchthat tp(co) is a scalar multiple of the

identity a.e. (p). It is clear that the identification is isometric and is continuous

with respect to the weak * topology on L°°(p) and the weak operator topology

on B(Lpv1l(p, V)). In the standard theory of direct integrals, the operators

associated with tp's in L°°(p) are called scalar operators.
The first two parts of the following lemma are generalizations of the well-

known fact in the standard theory of direct integrals that the sets of decompos-

able operators and scalar operators are commutants of each other.

Proposition 6.15. The following are true.

(1) SP is the commutant of 2 in B(T).
(2) 2 is the commutant of SP in B(T).
(3) SP is a hyperreflexive subalgebra of B(T) and K(SP) < 4.

Proof. (1) Suppose T e B(^) and T commutes with every operator in 2.

Since V is separable, we can choose a countable dense subset Vq of V that is

closed under addition and under multiplication by the field PF of scalars with

rational real and imaginary parts. For each x in Vq , let x denote the element

of 'V defined by x(co) = x . For each x in F0 we choose a function x in the

equivalence class of Tx. The linearity of T implies, for almost every co in
fi, that the map x >-> x(co) is ^-linear. We now want to show that, for each

x in Fo and for almost every co in fi, we have

(*) iixMii<imnixii.

To see this, suppose e > 0 and let A = {co G fi: HxM^ > HrflIxH'' + e}.
Since XaZ^, we have TxÂx = XaTx . Hence \\Txax\\p - JA\\x(co)\\p dp(co)

> h \\T\\p\\x\\p + edp(co) > \\T\\p\\xax\\p + ep(A) ; whence p(A) = 0.
It follows from (*) above that, for almost all co in fi, the map x >-, x(co)

extends uniquely to an operator Tw in B(V) with \\TW\\ < \\T\\.

To show that the map co t-, Tm is measurable with respect to the strong

operator topology, it suffices to show, for each x in V , that the map co >-, Twx

is measurable from fi into V . However, the latter map coincides with x for

every x in F0, and since the limit of a sequence of pointwise a.e. convergent

measurable maps is measurable, we conclude that the map tp: co ^, Tw is in

SP. The operator T - tp annihilates all vectors of the form XaX with A

measurable and x in F0; since the closed linear spans of these vectors is 'V,

we have T — tp . Thus T eSP.
(2) Suppose T is in the commutant of SP. Since 2 c SP, it follows from

(l)that TeSP. Since V and V* are norm separable, the unit ball of B(V) is

separable and metrizable in the strong operator topology and hence contains a

countable dense subset 33 . For each B in 33 , define B in SP by B(co) = B .

Hence (TB)(co) = T(co)B a.e. (p) and (BT)(co) = BT(co) a.e. (p). Hence,

for almost every co, T(co) commutes with every element of 33 , which implies

T(co) is a scalar a.e. (p). This means T e 3 .
(3) The reflexivity of SP follows from the fact that SP is the commutant of

the set 3e of projections in 3 , since the norm closed linear span of 3s is 2 .
The proof that K(SP) < 4 can be obtained via a direct translation of the proof

of [Ro, Theorem 2.1 ] using the amenability of the group {I - 2P: P e 2, P =

P2} (see also the proof of Theorem 6.4(1)).   D
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Since SP is a hyperreflexive subspace of BCV), we can use Theorem 2.6 to

show that a subspace of SP is reflexive (hyperreflexive) in B(T^) if and only if

it is relatively l?-reflexive (f-hyperreflexive) in SP. We may therefore directly

apply all of the results of §3. Note that while the theory of direct integrals

we have presented here is much more general than the standard Hilbert space

version, it is still only a very special case of the version in §3.

Suppose {SPW: co e fi} is a measurable family of a(X, y)-closed linear

subspaces of X. We let ¡^ S¡odp(co) denote /¿f rS%dp(co). Here is a

translation of the major results in §3. Note that part (3) of the following theorem

is new even in the standard version of direct integrals in which F is a Hilbert

space and p = 2.

Theorem 6.16. If {S%: co G fi} is a measurable family of weak-operator-closed

linear subspaces of B(V), and SP ,y, p, q are as above, then
(1) if Y is E-elementary of order r on almost every SPW, then y is %-

elementary of order r on f^S^dpfa).

(2) J^S%dp(co) is reflexive if and only if S¡o is reflexive a.e. (p).

(3) If Y is E-elementary of order r on almost every SPW, and if\^SPwdp(co)

is reflexive (resp. hyperreflexive), then so is every weak-operator closed linear sub-

space of /® SPW dp(co).

(4) Jq SPm dp(co) is hyperreflexive precisely when almost every SPW is hyper-

reflexive and ess-sup K(S%) < oo.

Corollary 6.17. Every weakly closed subalgebra of 2 is hyperreflexive in BÇ3P).

Proof. Let S^ denote the set of scalars in B(V) for each w in fi. Then

2 = J^S^dp^). It follows from Proposition 6.12 that supm K(SP(0) < oo ;
whence, by part (4) of the preceding theorem, 2 is hyperreflexive. The proof

is completed by applying part (3) of the preceding theorem.   D

We next provide applications of part (4) of the preceding theorem. A quasi-

normal operator T on a Hilbert space H satisfies T(T*T) = (T*T)T. On a
separable Hilbert space every quasinormal operator is a direct integral of oper-

ators that are either scalar multiples of either the identity or the unilateral shift

operator (see [E]). (The hyperreflexivity of the algebra generated by the shift is

proved in [D2].)

Corollary 6.18. The weak-operator closed unital algebra generated by a quasinor-

mal operator on a Hilbert space is hyperreflexive.

Proof. The weak-operator closed algebra generated by (a scalar multiple of) the

unilateral shift operator or the identity operator have the required properties to

apply part (4) of the preceding theorem.   D

7. Approximate reflexivity

Suppose V and W are normed linear spaces, let X = B(V, W), let Y =

B(V, W)* , and let & be the set of functionals on X that are bounded limits

of rank-one tensors. More precisely, tp e % if and only if there are bounded
nets {ex} in  V and {ßx} in  W* such that, for every T in B(V, W), we
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have tp(T) = limx(Tex, ßx) ■ If S* is a linear subspace of B(V, W), we

use Appr RzfS0 to denote Refg-(SP), and we say that SP is approximately

reflexive if SP is if-reflexive. As in the case of Ref^, there are several

characterizations of Appr Ref S0. A comparison of the following lemma with
Lemma 6.1 shows why the term approximate reflexivity is used. The proof is

elementary and is left to the interested reader.

Lemma 7.1. Suppose SP is a linear subspace of B(V, W) and T e B(V, W).

The following are equivalent:

(1) T e Appr Ref SP
(2) \AxTBx\ -+ 0 for all bounded nets {Ax} in B(W) and {Bx} in B(V)

such that, for each S in SP, \A\SBx\ —> 0,
(3) HPa^ÖaII -» 0 for all nets {Px} of idempotents in B(W) and {Qx} of

idempotents in B(V) such that lim^ \\Px\\ = lim^ ||g^|| = 1, and, for each S in

SP, H/mii-o.

As in the algebraic case, the smallest possible choice for Y is sp f. The

a(X, sp ̂ )-topology is called the approximate weak-operator topology, abbre-

viated as the a.w. topology. One other possible topology on B(V, W) is the

weak topology, i.e., the a(B(V, W),B(V, W)#)-topology. These topologies

generally do not coincide; a weak-operator continuous linear functional is in f

if and only if it is a rank-one tensor.

There are two versions of the Loginov-Shulman theorem for approximate

reflexivity.

Theorem 7.2. Suppose SP  is an approximately reflexive linear subspace of

B(V,W). Then
(1) every a.w. closed linear subspace of SP is approximately reflexive if and

only if every a.w. continuous linear functional on B(V, W) can be represented

on SP by an element of I?.
(2) Every norm closed linear subspace of SP is approximately reflexive if and

only if each norm continuous linear functional on B(V, W) can be represented

on SP by an element of I?.

Remark. It may seem unlikely that a linear subspace SP of B(V, W) has the

property that every norm continuous linear functional in B(V, W)* can be

represented on SP as an element of i? . However, if E is the set of all rank-

one tensors, and sp¿ is ¿-elementary of order r on y, then B(V, W)* is

^-elementary of order r on SP. To see this, suppose e > 0 and tp e B(V, W)*

and ll^ll = 1. Then there is a net {tpx} of unit vectors in sp¿ suchthat <px -* <p

(weak *). It follows from the hypothesis that there is a net {ex} in E such that,

for each X, we have tpx- exe SP1- and ||e^|| < (r + e)||^ll <r + e. There is a

weak*-convergent subnet of {ex} with limit e e ê? such that cp -e e SP1- and

IMI < r + s .   □

Other results in the preceding section have natural analogues in the approxi-

mate setting. If Vx and V2 are normed vector spaces, we always give Vx © V2

the product topology.

Proposition 7.3. Suppose SP is a linear subspace of B(V, W). Then

(1) if n is a positive integer, then Appr Ref(S"W) = [Rei>,(•$*)]<"). In

particular, S*M is approximately reflexive if and only if SP is En-reflexive.
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(2) A transformation T in B(V, W) is in the a.w. closure of S0 if and only

if, for each positive integer n, T^î e Appr Ref SP^ .

(3) If SP is a.w. closed and every a.w. continuous linear functional can be

represented on SP as an element of I?, then S"^ is approximately reflexive.

The results of the preceding section on reflexive graphs carry over directly in

the approximate setting. Suppose that Vx, V2, Wx, and W2 are normed spaces,

V = Vx © V2 and W=WX®W2. It is easily seen that B(VX,WX)@ B(V2, W2)
is an approximately reflexive subalgebra of B(V, W) (since it is reflexive).

Proposition 7.4. Suppose that SP is an approximately reflexive subspace of

B(VX, Wx) and p: S* —> B(V2, W2) is a norm continuous linear map. The
following are true.

( 1 ) If every a. w. closed linear subspace of SP is reflexive and if p is continuous
with respect to the a.w. topologies on SP and B(V2, W2), then graph(/>) is an

approximately reflexive linear subspace of B(VX®V2, Wx® W2).

(2) If every norm closed linear subspace of S7 is approximately reflexive, then

graph(p) is approximately reflexive.

There is another version of approximate reflexivity that has been studied.

Suppose V = W and sé is a unital subalgebra of B(V). If M is a closed
linear subspace of V, let %m denote the quotient map %: V -, V/M. We

define Appr Alg Lat sé to be the set of operators T for which H^TIa/H ~* 0

for every net {Mx} of closed subspaces of V such that, for every A in

sé , || nMxA \M11 -> 0. If F is a Hilbert space and P is the projection onto

M, then ||71/^7/1^/11 = ||(1 - P)TP\\. This notion of approximate reflexiv-
ity was introduced in [AFV1, AFV2, and HI]. In [HI] it was shown that

Appr Alg Lat sé = sé whenever sé is a unital C*-algebra of operators on

a Hilbert space. In [HO] it was shown that if AT is a compact Hausdorff space,

F is a Banach space, and m: C(K) -, B(V) is a bounded unital homomor-
phism, then m(C(K)) = Appr Alg Lat m(C(K)).

Unlike in the algebraic and topological settings, we do not know if the two

notions of approximate reflexivity coincide. The following question has been
recently answered in the affirmative in the case in which F is a Hilbert space

[H3].

Question. If sé is a unital subalgebra of B( V), must it be true that Appr Ref sé

= Appr Alg Lat sé ? If sé = Appr Ref sé , then must sé = Appr Alg Lat sé ?

It is easily seen that sé c Appr Ref sé c Appr Alg Lat sé always holds.

Thus if sé — Appr Alg Lat sé , then sé = Appr Ref sé ; it is the reverse

implication that is in question. This difficulty means that we cannot apply

the preceding theorems of this section to Appr Alg Lat. For example, suppose

sé = Appr Alg Lat sé and every norm continuous linear functional can be

represented on sé by an element of <g . It is not known whether this implies

that 33 = Appr Alg Lat 33 for every norm closed unital subalgebra 33 of sé .

It was proved in [AFV1, AFV2] that if H is a separable Hilbert space and
sé is a norm separable unital subalgebra of B(H), then Appr Alg Lat sé c

[sé'+P%\H)]~ . We can show that this is true without the separability assumption
on sé .

Proposition 7.5. If sé  is a unital algebra of operators on an arbitrary Hilbert
space H, then Appr Alg Lat sé c [sé +JF(H)]~ .
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Proof. Let W(H) = B{H)/JT{H) denote the Calkin algebra and let n: B(H) -,
^(H) be the quotient map. If S" is a subset of W(H), we can define Alg Lat SP

and Appr Alg Lat SP using projections in 'W(H). It was shown by Voiculescu

[V] that S0 = Alg Lat SP for every norm separable unital closed subalgebra of

^(H) when H is separable, and W. Arveson [Arl] showed, in this case, that,

given t e ^(H), there is a projection p in W(H) such that (1 - p)SePp = {0}

and ||(1 -p)tp\\ = dist(i, SP). In [HI] both of these latter results were extended

to the case in which H is not separable. However, Davidson [DI] has shown

that the separability assumption on SP cannot be dropped. However, the dis-

tance estimate given in Arveson's result implies that Appr Alg Lat SP = S*

for every Hilbert space H and every unital norm closed subalgebra SP of

W(H). The proof of our proposition in [AFV1] when sé is separable in-

volves showing that //(Appr Alg Lat sé) c Alg Lat r\(sé) = rj(sé)~ . When sé

is not separable, Alg Lat n(sé) = n(sé)~ may no longer be true. However,
[HI, Theorem 8.2] implies Appr Alg Lat sé is the union of Appr Alg Lat 33 ,
where 33 ranges over the separable unital closed subalgebras of sé . Since

//(Appr Alg Lat 33) = n(33)~ c n(sé )~ for each 33 , the proof is complete.   D

If we replace Appr Alg Lat with Appr Ref, we can give a much simpler

proof of the preceding proposition. The key idea is a fact that follows from a

theorem of J. Glimm [G] characterizing states on B(H) that annihilate 3f(H),
namely, if tp: B(H) -»C isa norm continuous linear functional and P%~(H) c

ker tp , then there are bounded nets {ex} and {fx} in H such that, for each T

in B(H), we have cp(T) = lim^T^, fx).

Propositon 7.6. If SP is a linear space of operators on a Hilbert space H, then

Appr Ref SP c [SP + 3¡P(H)\~ .

Proof. Suppose T e Appr Ref SP and let tp be a continuous linear functional

on B(H) with norm 1 suchthat tp(T) is the distance from T to [S*+3f(H)]- .
It follows from the remarks preceding this proposition that tp e f. Hence

cp(T) = 0, which implies T e [SP + 31P(H)\~ .   D

In [Gi] Gillespie proved that if K is a compact Hausdorff space, F is a

Banach space and m: C(K) ^> B(V) is a bounded unital homomorphism with

weakly compact action (i.e., the map / —> m(f)v is weakly compact for every

v in V), then there is an r > 0 such that every weak-operator continuous

linear functional with norm 1 can be represented on m(C(K)) by a rank-one

tensor with norm at most r. (In fact, any r > \\m\\ will work.) Note that the

map m has weakly compact action whenever V does not contain a copy of

Co [Pel]. Gillespie's result has been recently proved without the assumption of

weakly compact action [AAK]. It follows from the remark after Theorem 7.2

that every norm continuous linear functional can be represented on m(C(K))

by an element of I? with norm at most r. Combining these ideas with the

aforementioned result of [HO], we are led to the following result.

Proposition 7.7. Suppose K is a compact Hausdorff space, V is a Banach space
and m: C(K) -* B(V) is a bounded unital homomorphism. Then every norm

closed linear subspace SP of m(C(K)) is approximately reflexive, i.e., SP =

Appr Ref SP.

Remark. It is natural to wonder if, in the above proposition, one can con-

clude that sé = Appr Alg Lat sé  for every norm closed unital subalgebra of

m(C(K)).   D
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Miscellany

1. There are various other versions of reflexivity that are not included as

special cases of our general version. In [ASI and AS2] E. Azoff and H. Shaheda

have studied a version of reflexivity for convex sets rather than subspaces. This

study has taken place in the setting of real or complex Banach spaces, and

includes a version of the Loginov-Shulman theorem.

2. In [DF and HO] a version of reflexivity (called para-reflexivity) for oper-

ator algebras on Hilbert space have been studied where the lattice of invariant

subspaces has been replaced by the collection of invariant operator ranges. An

operator range is the range of an operator on the same Hilbert space. As of yet,

there is no analogue of para-reflexivity for linear subspaces of operators.

3. There are many notions of reflexivity based on the characterizations of

Ref SP and Refo^. We can define an arbitrary subset SP of B(V, W) to

be reflexive if T e SP whenever T is an operator such that, for every vector

x G V, we have Tx e (SPx)~ ■ If V and W are vector spaces over a field,

we define SP c SP(V, W) to be algebraically reflexive if T e SP whenever
T G SP(V, W) and, for every x in V, we have Tx e S*x. If V = W is a
Hilbert space, T e B(V) and SP is the strong operator closure of {T" : n > 0} ,

we say that T is orbit-reflexive if S" is reflexive. Orbit-reflexivity was intro-

duced and studied in [HNRR]. Although Read [Rd] has provided an example
of an operator T on a Banach space such that, for every nonzero vector x,

{Tnx: > 0}~ = X, on a Hilbert space there is no known example of an oper-

ator that is not orbit-reflexive.

4. In the paper of D. Larson [L3] several notions of reflexivity were in-

troduced. Each of these is a special case of our general notion of reflexivity,

varying the choices of X, Y, and E.

5. In [H3] a notion of approximate hyperreflexivity is studied in the Hilbert

space setting. It is proved in [H3] that every C*-algebra of operators is approx-

imately hyperreflexive. In [H4] the approximate reflexivity and approximate

hyperreflexivity of the space of compact operators on a Banach space is related

to the geometry of the space.
6. Suppose (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple over a Hausdorff field F. We say

that a linear subspace S* is E-transitive if Ref£(,y) = X, equivalently, if ¿n

SP1- — {0} . This concept generalizes both the notions of strict transitivity in the

algebraic setting and the topological setting. Perhaps some general transitivity

result could be proved in the general setting that would include some of the

known operator-theoretic transitivity results.

7. In the case of a Hilbert space H, we have B(H) = % (H)*, where % (H)

is the set of trace class operators on H. The set of extreme points of the unit

ball of WX(H) is precisely the set of rank-one tensors with norm 1. Also the

extreme points of B(H)* are precisely the functionals of norm 1 that are weak *-

limits of bounded nets of rank-one tensors. This leads naturally to a general

construction of reflexivity triples that includes both reflexivity and approximate

reflexivity on Hilbert space as special cases. Suppose y is a Banach space

whose unit ball is the weakly closed convex hull of its set ¿o of extreme points.

Let X be a closed subspace of Y* that separates the points of Y, and let

E be the set of all scalar multiples of the elements of ¿o . Perhaps studying
reflexivity triples of the form (X, Y, E) thus defined can shed light on the
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Hubert space situation. If Y = /' and X = cq or /°° , then the only reflexive

subspaces are the ones that vanish on some subset of {0, 1,2,...}. On the

other hand, if Y — l°° and X = lx, the situation is much more complicated

(and interesting). What happens when H is a Hilbert space, X = fé\(H) (the

trace class operators), and Y = B(H) = ^\(H)#1 In this case E is the set of

all operators T for which either T*T or TT* is a positive scalar multiple of

the identity operator. For example, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that if sé is a

von Neumann algebra in B(H), then S" = sé\_ is an ¿-hyperreflexive subspace
of %(H) with KE(sé±) = 1, since ball(^x) = ba\\(sé) is the (norm) closed

convex hull of the unitary operators in sé , i.e. ba\\SP^) c œ(S0± n E).
8. It seems possible that our intersection theorem (Theorem 2.8) might be

used to show that every von Neumann algebra is hyperreflexive. Suppose that

sé is a von Neumann algebra whose commutant is generated (as a von Neu-

mann algebra) by a single operator T. Then sé = {Re ¿}'n{Im T}'. However,

{Re T}' and {Im T}' are type I von Neumann algebras and are therefore hy-

perreflexive (see [Ros]). Is it possible to choose T so that {Re r}' + {Im T}' is

norm closed. Note, for example that the scalars is the intersection of the algebra

H°° of analytic Toeplitz operators and the algebra 2 of diagonal operators and

H°° + 2 is closed. Thus one can leave the realm of selfadjoint algebras (or
even algebras) to prove that a von Neumann algebra is hyperreflexive.
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